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SHOWTIME.

UCF football tries for its ninth- .
straight Homecoming win.
-SEE SPORTS, 81

ASSASSINS~

HOMECOMING 2003

•

seasonke~p

down to help his · .
·embattled brothers
BEN BAIRD
SeniorStaffWriter

Football team's losing, but
students still plan to party
Staff Writer

UCF's football team has a chance
to write the kind of drama that usually turns up in bad movies about
teenage underdogs, Saturday marks
the climax of Homecoming Week,
capped by a parade, a tailgate party
and a football game. If the Knights
win, the players will be heroes, and
the champagne will flow. If they lose,
fans could be in bed by 10 p.m.
Threatening the celebration is ·a
losing record for the season that has
fans frustrated and embarrassed.
The Knights enter their third home
game with just two wins and five
losses. But many still plan on going
and partying as if UCF has never
lost.

"The game is still going to be fun,"
said freshman nffany Waldron. "I
expected them to be a lot better, but
I'm still a big fan."
Since starting the season with a
loss against Virginia Tech, UCF has
played up and down but always up at
home - both of their wins· were in
the Citi;us Bowl. The UCF sports
· marketing department has tried to
spur team support this season with
its pregame Fan Faire events, which
have drawn a few thousand fans.
They'll be out again at 1 p.m.
Saturday with live music
from local band Von Ra.
1They'll be trying to fire
up the fans :with the newthis-season
Knight
PLEASE SEE

1

IFC president steps ~ .

fans away? ·
· DUFFY HERY .

-SEE LIFESTYLES, 84

University
suspends
fraternity

wm tro9bling
. t'

Anew play explores the dark
side of presidential history.

DESPITE ON A2

Tailback Alex Haynes (topi, UCF's rushing l~ader;may not play in Saturday's
Homecoming game against Central Michigan due to a groin injury last week.
Despite a season of stumbles on the field, Homecoming revelry this week
drew aowds to Movie Knight on Monday drding the Reflection Pond
outside of Millican Hall (right) and to the rides at the annual
Homecoming Carnival held Tuesday outside the UCF Arena.

Homecoming
highlights
• 8 p.m. today: (Qmedy Knight with Darrell
Hammond, UCF Arena
• 3:30 p.in. tomorrow: Spirit Splash at
Reflecting Pond, with Damian and Julian
Marley in concert afterward
• l1 a.m. Saturday: Homecoming Parade,
downtown
• 1 p.m. Saturday: Fan Faire, Tinker field
• 4 p.in. Saturday: Homecoming football
game vs. Central Michigan, Citrus Bowl

· UCF has temporarily suspended the Sigma Alpha
Epsilon fraternity while conducting an investi=n into a
suspected hafilng · ·dent Oct.
16 that left one student hospitalized.
. Just past miftnight two
trucks collided in a parking lot
of the Lake Claire apartments; a
collision that one driver
described as an accident from
not turning away in time after
faking as if he was going to hit
the other truck. ACGording to.
UCF Police, one of the trucks
was filled with SAE brothers ..
and the .qther was filled with
pledges of the fraternity.
.
In the accident, one of the
pledges had his nose nearly severed, and witnesses said those
riding in the back of the pledge
pickup had beell' bound by duct
tape.
According to UCF's Office uf
Student
Rights
and
Responsibilities, SAE has been
placed on a summary suspension status pending a hearing to
determine whether hazing was
involved in the accident. A
Student Conduct representative
said the suspension is typical
dw·ing tbe investigation of a
student group. 1
The fraternity's status prevents them from participating in
ap.y kind of official -social or
sports activities. According ·to
Jim Fisher, UCF's Homecoming
director, the suspension also
bars them from participating in • .
this week's Homecoming events "'
- leaving the fraternity's soror. ity partner, Zeta Tau Alpha, to
go it alone.
The hearing will be conducted at an undisclosed time, but it
will be within 1odays of the incident, as mandated by UCF's
Golden Rule policy. A represen- ·
tative of Student Conduct said
Tuesday that a decision in the
matter would likely be reached
within the'week
UOF now has two Greek .
organizations on suspension:
SAE and the Zeta ·Phi Beta \
sorority. Greg Mason, UCF's
director of Greek Affairs, said oJ
the latter, "They were suspend. ed by their own national organization, not by the university, for
hazing and some other things."
A concurrent investigation
- PLEASE SEE

SAE ON A6

:Resolution mandates SGA vice presidellt Maclellan charged:·
served alcohol to
use of donated flags Hesomeone
"I disagree with •
under 2l,
,.

NATALIE RODRIGUEZ
Senior Staff Writer

. State Rep. Frank Attkisson
wants every public school and
university in Florida to have a
flag in every classroom, and last
week he let Orlando know about
it.
Along with Congressman Ric
Keller, he attended the "Proud
and Loud Celebration" Saturday
at Orlando Harley Davidson to
.Introduce the Carey Baker
Freedom Flag Resolution to the
community. The resolution, initially pitched by Attkisson to the
Florida Board of Governors,
which oversees education in the
.state, would require all Florida
public schools, including universities, to install American flags
donated by private parties in all
q,>a.ssrooms.

On Wednesday, the board did
indeed endorse Attkisson's idea
during a meeting in Tallahassee.·
Now, Attkisson, a Republican
from Kissimmee, is considering
whether to carry his campaign
to the Florida Legislature,
where he would be required to
file his proposal as a bill.
"I have been considering
doing this resolution since my
colleague Rep. Carey Baker was
deployed oversees, and has
been fighting for my freedoni
and the freedom of my family to
live in a co:untry where we can
sleep at night and enjoy a life
where we can be educated, prosper, and raise our children,"
Attkisson said in advance of the
Board of Governors' vote.
The resolution honors Bake1~
FLEASE SEE

FLAG ON A2

UCF Police say
BEN BAIRD
Senior StaffWriter

Joe MacLellan, the Student
Government Association vice
president, was charged early
Monday in Greek Park with
serving alcohol to a person
under 21 and having an open
container.
The SGA leader, widely
known on campus as "Joe Mac,'1
was seen walking through the
the parking lot of his fraternity,
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, at about
2:45 a.m. Police said he was carrying a clear plastic cup with a
dark liquid in it.
When Officer Paul White of
UCF Police asjfed MacLellan to

come to him, MacLellan put his
arm around a companion,
Denise Weeast, 19, and ga-ve the
beverage to her, according to a
police report. At that point
White said he ordered Weeast
to stop, but she started walking
faster in what White believed
was an attempt to get awaY,
Upon catching up with her,
the officer recovered the cup
with a reddish liquid that he
said had an odor of an alcoholic
beverage. White asked Weeast
to produce identification, and
she presented an ID showing
her to be only 19 years old.
Although MacLellan was not
taken to . the . UCF Police
Department, he was charged
with two misdemeanors: serving alcohol to a person under 21
years of age, and having an
open container.
Weeast, was charged with
possession .of alcohol by a person under 21.

The incident
will not have
any effect on
Mactellan's
duties as SGA
vice president.
Only a felony
conviction
- JOE MACLELLAN
Maclellan
would require
SGA VICE PRESIDENT
that he be
Pemoved from his position,
according to SGA statutes.
MacLellan had acted in an
He will not have to surrender unprofessional manner and
his position on the Homecoming was therefore fine to continue '
court either, where he is one of his bid for Homecoming king.
five nominees for the title of
MacLellan declined to make ·
Homecoming king. The UCF any statements to the Future
Homecoming Committee met on other than to say that be was
Wednesday morning to decide not taken to the station or ••
the matter.
handcuffed.
A contract signed by
"I disagree with many of the
Homecoming court members allegations," he said. "I really
says t:Q.ey are required to act in want to explain my side of the
a professional manner during story, but my attorneys have
Homecoming Week.·
The advised me not to comment
Homecoming Committee d~cid about the case· until it is
·
ed that there was no proof · .:;i.t resolved."

many of the
aIlegations."

•

'
•
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Around Campus
Faculty vote on gay protection
The Faculty Senate will
meet at 4 p.m. today in the
Student Union's Key West
Room and vote on a resolution
asking UCF to expand its antidiscrimination
policy to
include protection for homosexuals.
The
resolution
was
approved at a Faculty Senate
Steering Committee meeting
Oct. 9. If the faculty passes the
resolution; it would counter
President John Hitt's stance
that UCF does not need to protect homosexuals from discrimination. Twenty other universities have passed similar
resolutions. For more information about the meeting call
. Latrecia Rice at 407-823-0318.

Breast cancer conference today
The UCF Woinen Research
Center' presents the breast
cancer
conference
"Breakthroughs, Breakpoints
and Beating the Odds," from 8
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. today in the
Student Union Cape Florida
Ballroom. The conference is
free and open to the public. It
includes breakfast and lunch.
Keynote speaker Lisa Begg
will discuss "Breast Cancer
Research A National
Perspective." Other speakers
include: Karl Chai, a molecular
biologist, on the topic "Toward
a
Better
Mechanistic
Understanding of Breast
Cancer Metastasis"; Leslie .
Lieberman, a doctor in the
Women's Research Center, discussing ''.African American
Women: The Experience of
Mammography and PatientProvider
Communication";
Karen Hassey; of the School of
Nursing, on "Breast Cancer:
Quality of Life Intervention";
and Anne Peach of M.D.
Anderson Cancer Center
Orlando, who will relate "One
Women's Story: Beating th~
Odds."

Apartment mail fraud suspect pleads guilty :~
agreement or not, she was facing charged Flournah with the
prison time," said Ed Moffitt, a crimes that they allege occurred
U.S. Postal Service inspector. · while Flournah worked as a mail
The former UCF graduate stu- "She's trying to minimize the clerk at the complex, which was
dent charged with stealing mail time she'd have to spend in a then called Knights Krossing.
and credit cards from students at facility."
Flournah pleaded guilty to
the Pegasus Landing apartment Under the deal, prosecutors will charges that she stole mail,
complex pleaded guilty Tuesday .drop the second count of credit including applications from cred· . it card companies. She filled out
to one count of theft and posses- card fraud.
sion of stolen mail. Yolanda
.The plea bargain ends a case the applications and intercepted
Terrell Flournah could face up to in which Flournah originally had the cards when they arrived in
five years in prison, a $250,000 pleaded innocent. Magistrate the mail.
fine and restitution up to Judge David A. Baker accepted
Moffitt said Flournah then
$300,000.
used those cards to buy her
the new plea
"Whether she entered the
and take him out
Investigators . this
year boyfriend a

ALEX BABCOCK
Managing Editor

ear

Food drive for Homecoming
A group of business majors
will hold a canned food drive at

Spirit Splash tomorrow and at
the Citrus Bowl during pregame tailgating Saturday. The
students will setup in the parking lot adjacent to the stadium,
and plan to grill hot dogs and
hamburgers for anyone vyho
brings cans of food, toys or
clothing.

Let us know
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
orgrutization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send an e-mail to e.ditor@UCFnews.com or send a
fax to 407-447-4556. Deadlines
are 5 p.m. Monday for the
Thursday edition, and 5 p.m.
Friday for the Monday edition.

Correction
In a front-page article published Oct. 20, the Future incorrectly identified the chief justice
of the Student Government
Association Judicial Council.
Kristen Taylor is the current .
chief justice, not Christopher
Polke.

said the UCF Police helped track
down a suspect.
· Flournah stood accused of
stealing about 2,000 pieces of
mail from 715 victims. She was
accused of taking 400 credit
cards and committing fraud totaling $265,000 to $300,000.
Moffitt called the case "such a
complete package for the prosecutor that the defendant really
had no opportunity but to plead
gUnty."
The next phase in the case will
be sentencing in January.

Islam Awareness Week fights
stereotypes through celebration
TIFFANY BECK -,
Contributing Writer

Free snow cones and cultural
music outside the ~tudent Union
on Monday will kick off Islam
Awareness Week, a week of
events designed to change. misconceptions about the Muslim
faith.
Ratib Hussein, president of the
Muslim Student Association,
which hosts the event, said that
many people do not understand
Islam, and as a result, they often
identify minorities from India and
the Far East as Muslims when
they may not be. He said that
along with the stereotypes about ,
what a Muslim looks like, there is
also the incorrect idea that all
Muslims are terrorists. 'We want
to make people aware of the
whole concept of Islam and that

those who practice are regular
people," said Farhan Israr, UCF
liaison for the MSA.
Hussein said the club has
about 300 members but there are
map.y more ~uslims on campus.
Some feel intimidated after 9/11 to
identify themselves as Muslims
for fear of exposing themselves to
abuse, he said.
The week of events starts
Monday with a Kick-Off Bazaar in
front of the Student Union from 10
am. until 4 p.m. There will be cultural music, Islamic artifacts from
various countries, visual displays,
henna tattoos and free snow
cones. At 7 p.m., "The Message,"
starring Anthony Quinn, will be
played in Student Union Room
316.
On Tuesday a presentation
. called "Civil Rights After 9/11" will
discuss how 9/11 affected minori- '

ties in the United States. The
president of the ACLU of Florida
and the communication director
of the Council of American Islam
Relations in Florida will speak on
the special challenges facing
minorities today.
Muslims and non-Muslims are
signing up for the Fast-a.rrhon on
Wednesday to raise money for
'Ripple Effect, a local charity for
the homeless. Local businesses
have agreed to donate $1 to the
charity for each person who fasts.
This is the first year of this event
at UCF. The Muslim . Student
Association hopes to raise about
$1,000 for the charity. Participants
need to sign a form that they can
find
at
UCF_fastathon.yahoo.com. Then,
on Wednesday night, free food
from Golden Dynasty will be provided following the fast.

KASEY CERASALE I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Ratib Hussein (right) president of the Muslim Student Association and Sarhan lsrar, the club's
liaison, are organizing Islam Awareness Week. This will be the first year the event is at UCF.

During
the
Interfaith
Trialogue on Thursday; a
Christian minister, Islamic imam
and Judaic rabbi will speak. A list
of questions will be read and each
speaker will have a chance to
respond. Student questions will
also be heard. This is an event
where people of the different
faiths often discover how similar

they are, Israr said.
Islam Awareness Week will
end with an open forum on Friday.
Two speakers will address the
misconceptions
surrounding
jihad and the issue of women in
Islam.
Fbr information contact MSAnet@pegasus.cc. ucf.edu .
or
www.muslimknights.c<im

Despite team's woes, foOtball fans ·
still plan to attend Homecoming

U.N. Day focuses on literacy
UCF will commemorate
United Nations Day with a celebration, open to the public,
hosted ,by the United Nations
Association of UCF from 10
a.m. to 2:30 p.m. today in the
Student Union's Cape Florida
Ballroom.
This year's theme focuses
on giobal literacy. With an estimated 860 million illiterate
adults worldwide, the United
Nations launched a campaign
in 2000 to increase literacy
rates by 50 percent by 2015.
Keynote speaker Harriet Elan
Thomas, who served as
ambassador to Senegal, will
discuss how the relationship
between illiteracy and poverty
affects America's inner cities
and the global community.
While recent controversies
about the U.N.'s refusal to participate in the U.S. invasion of
Iraq has ,contributed to the
declining popularity of the U.N.
in
the
United
States,
Christopher Byrd, UNA-UCF
president, hopes the day Will
send a positive message. For
information -contact UNAUCF
at (407) 823-6471 or visit their
Web site www.unaucf.org

to dinner every night. He said she
also purchased gifts for her family.
Flournah has returned some
of the items she admitted to taking as part of restitution under
the agreement.
U.S. Postal inspectors worked
alongside the U.S. Secret Service
and UCF Police to investigate and
prosecute the crime.
'We assisted wherever possible," said Sgt. Troy Williamson of
UCF Police.
"Pegasus
the
Landing is part of UCF.'; Moffitt

FROM A1
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Mike Bell is one of many who signed a petition for the bill sponsored by Florida State
Representative Frank Attkisson on Oct. 18 at the Harley Davidson dealership.

Flag resolution will not cost state
including international students who believe the display
a Republican from Eustis, who of American flags is unnecesis a first sergeant currently sary in classrooms, he said
serving in Baghdad with the "noting the pride of American
Army National Guard. "It is a freedom via a classroom flag
resolution that Baker would when getting educated in
be interested in doing if he America is not a bad thing.
was here,'' said Gale Bass, When Americans go to other
countries, they are expected
B8.ker's legislative aide.
About five weeks ago the to accept their laws and their
and
rules
student group Rebuilding on a government
Conservative Kornerstone acknowledge their customs.
raised enough money through In some countries they would
private donations to put up not only be expected to, but
American flags in every class- would be jailed if they · did
room on the UCF campus. not."
. He added, "Fbr others who
The SGA Senate had recently
disapprove of this proposed
denied funding for the flags.
Bass said UCF's flag con- resolution, I would say; isn't it
troversy ;'brought the resolu- wonderful that you live in
tion to life." She learned about America where you are
the flag flap through an allowed to' express your feelings of objection?"
Orlando Sentinel article.
The proposed .resolution
Attkisson said the resolution was written and proposed involves no costs. "It only perbecause of the issue at UCF, tains to flags that are donat"but it will include all state ed/ Bass explained.
Attkisson does not want
universities in Florida."
Though he has his own schools to be burdened by any
agenda to allow the flags to be additional costs for the flags,
installed, Attkisson welcomes "especially when there are so
debate from opponents. many orgrutizations willing to
"Great debates are allowed to donate to such a worthy
occur in a nation that cherish- cause. A flag in a classroom is
a simple statement that
es its freedom,'' he said.
Attkisson said he realizes reminds every student that
that some students and facul- they live in a great country
ty may be uncomfortable with where a democratic process
his position. Fbr those people, flourishes," Attkisson said.
FROM A1

c

March at 2 p.m.,. where fans
make a human tunnel for the
football team, cheerleaders and
marching band.
Fbr some fans, regardless of
the pre-game fun, the occasion
is all that matters.
"It's Homecoming. I'm definitely going," freshman Carlos
Cumpiano said.
Still, With a far-from-winning
record, UCF has drawn criticism
I and turned away fans who might
otherwise go to the games.
"I'm not going this year,
because it's way too far to drive
to see a losing team," said MBA
student Rakesh Mungal.
Homecoming events included
the annual carnival held at the
UCF Arena Tuesday and a comedy night tonight featuring
Darrell Hammond of "Saturday
Night Live." The Spirit Splash at
3:30 p.m. Friday gives students
their once-a-year chance to wallow in the Reflecting Pond.
Fbllowing an 11 a.m. Saturday
parade in downtown Orlando,
the pre-game festivities begin
with Miss America Ericka
Dunlap; a UCF.student, singing
the national anthem before the 4
p.m. kickoff at the .Citrus Bowl.
With all the celebration, the
disappointment of fans who had
high hopes for the team lingers.
"I've popped blood vessels
watching UCF play football. I'm
not gonna waste my time knowing it's going to happen again,"
said junior Jamal Jones.
The season didn't start out as
a lost cause. Just before the
beginning of the season, there
was talk about UCF moving
the
Mid-American
from
Conference to the more prominent Conference USA or Big
East. That talk slowed with the
Sept. 13 game against Florida
Atlantic University; when the
Knights stumbled away with a
33-29 win over the I-AA team.
UCF fans booed their team off
the field just before halftime.
"They always get so close,
but then the second half starts
and they get so far. They're a
constant letdown," senior Moe
Richards said.
Followers of the team are
becoming restless, wondering
who is to blame for the losing
season. Two frustrated faris

have started Web sites devoted go to one this season," freshman
to their scapegoat of choice, Rebecca Smith said. "Why else
wouldn't you when it's free?"
Coach Mike Kruczek.
"I'm going with all my
The
creator
of
firemikekruczek.com calls him- friends, and I'm gonna have a
self the Mad Knight. ·He said, great time, no matter what hap"Mike Kruczek said 'Something' pens," sophomore Lisa Aguilera
has to be changed. -That some- said.
Some students said they
thing is the coaching."
Both that Web site and anoth- won't even attend the 'football
er, www.firecoachkruczek.com, game but will instead just stay
offer discussion boards with outside the stadium and tailgate.
"I'll probably go in at the sec- ·
posts from students who agree
or disagree with blaming ond half, maybe· for a few millKruczek and whether he should utes," sophomore Josep~ Bra:xl ·
said. "It's too much fun outside
be fired.~
''.As in any orgrutization, if in the parking lot."
new blood is not infused , from
While high attendance is
time to time, stagnation will set anticipated, most students interin," said a recent posting on fire- viewed don't have high hopes for
the outcome.
coachkruczek.com.
UCF may be celebrating its
Not all students blame the
coaching. Some believe the 25th year on the football field,
but wannabe fans said the team
Knights are just a losing team.
"I think he's doing a good job is still stuck in its infancy.
coaching. Our players just have
"We're still a brand-new
a lack of desire," Richards said. team," junior Derek Sinns said.
"UCF players are arrogant and 'We're just getting our hopes too
cocky; but they have no skills to high, and the only way to get bet~
back that up,"
ter is for students to show up at
While it seems that students the game, and for the adminisare disappointed about the los- tration to see that we do like the
ing season, there are some that team, and maybe more money ·
. Will still be flocking to the Citrus will go to the team to get better
Bowl this Saturday.
coordinators, equipment, or
"I promised myself I'd at least even a stadium on campus."
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If I get an underage drinking ticket at a UCF football game or at a ba1· or club what happens and what should I do?
Ifyou receive a ticket, the first thing you should do is cooperate with the officer. Ifyou are given the opportunity to pay the ticket, STOP and THINK.
Paying the ticket is an admission to guilt. and if ever asked ifyou have plead guilty or no contest, you would have to select yes. The next thing you should do is solicit information
from either Student Legal Services and or the SGA Judicial Advism: However, it is extremely important that yo~1 don't ignore the citation, it will onzy make matters worse.
Contact Judicial Advisor: Willie Bentley (407) 823-4719
Student Legal Services (407) 823.:.25$8

1

What are my rights as a student when I get pulled over on campus by a UCF Police Officer?
When you are pulled over on UCF's Campus, you are granted the same fundamental rights that you have as a Fl01•ida citizen. It is important that you cooperate with the
ojf;cer. However, the officer must have probable cause to search your vehicle. Ifyoufeel that you are being treated unfairly, you do have the right to ask the officer for
"their Name and Badge number.
What is the process that I can go through when I would like to appeal a parking ticket?

Ifyou receive a parking ticket, you must first choose whether or not you want to pay the ticket.

rryou choose not to pay the ticket, you do have the right to appeal the

Citation. First, it is important that you act quickly because you have seven days to file for an appeal. Appeal forms are available at the Parking Services office and at
the visitor :S· booth: A letter can be accepted in place ofthe official appeal form or you can file your appeal on the web (www.parking. ucf edu). I/you have documentation,
please download a copy oftheform, and mqil the documentation with the completedform to UCF Parking Services, PO. Box 163551, Orlando. FL 32816-3551. The letter
must be postmarked by the seventh business.day of the citation being issued.. .Jfyou wish to send a letter in, please include the following: you.full name, your address,
citation number ifpossible, license plate number, ·your phone number the reason for the appeal, and any other pertinent information.

Who do I communicate with when I need to talk to a lawyer or an Impartial Advisor:?
Ifyou need to talk to an attorney concerning a criminal or civil issue, you should contact Student Legal Services. The office number is (407) 823-2538. and their
website is http://www.stulegal.sdes.ucfedul. Ifyou are dealing with a Student conduct "issue you can Contact the Judicial Advisor, and his number is (407) 823-4719.
Jf I get a grade in a class that I am not satisfied with, what can I d·o to appeal it?
Well, in order to appeal a grade you have top meet one of three criterions:
a. Alleged deviation from estab1ished and announced grading policy;
b. Alleged e1Tors in application of grading procedures; .
·c. Alleged lowering of grades for non-academic reasons including discr!mination:
The first thing that you must do is contact your instructor and try to settle the issue. I/an agreement can not be made you need to contact the specific Deans office
.ofyour college and submit a written appeal, and the appeal will be reviewed. You w;/l then have to go before the grade appeals committee. lj~vou need assistance through
this process or would like to have representation, contact the Judicial Advisor, (407) 823-4719.
·w hat is the golden rule and -how can I find out more information on how it affects me?
The Golden Rule is the "UCF CONSTITUTION". You can access the Golden Rule at http://www.goldenrule.sdes.ucfedul The Golden Rule inforn1.s students of their
rights and responsibilities. Each and every student will be held responsible/or what is enclosed in the Golden rule, and NOT KNOWING, in not an excuse. Ifyou would
like to p;ck up a hard copy you can go to the Office of Student Right and Responsibilities (Student Resource Center 154), or you could stop.by the Student Government
Association (Student Union 154).
Where is the Student Legal Services office and how much does it cost for them to assist me in my legal troubles?
Student Legal Services is located in the Student Resource Center building 154. Their office number is (407) 823-2538. BELIEVE IT OR NOT, THEIR SERVICES ARE
ABSOL UTLY FREE FOR ALL STUDENTS.
This was provided by:
The SGA Judicial Advisor
The SGA Assistant Chief Justice
Team KNIGHTRO Power
If you have anymore questions that you would like answered please e-mail them to SCA_JAD@mail.ucf.edu, and the question and an answer will appear in the Knigbtline and t.h e UCF Future.
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BOOKSTORE

Order all your graduation gear: Cap & Gown,
Announcements, Rings, Diploma Frames
at CB&S Bookstore October 28-30, 9am to .5pm
Or order online any time at www.collegebook.com
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Police Beat

Driving drunk and stealing pennies
and proof of insurance. into a Burger King, where the car
The burglary occurred on
Friday at 12:51 a.m. in the
McFarlane reached into the glove finally stopped.
compartment and produced the
The officer then proceeded to Academic Village apartment
Bad park job results in DUI
104.
proof of insurance but asked the approach the vehicle, Vl.'.here he complex's
building
After he parked halfway on officer to wait while he searched said he noticed, a strong smell of According to the Sbibly, when he
the sidewalk and halfway on the for the registration, which he was alcohol and a passenger who was heard two men wallr into his livstreet and then did not realize he still holding. Finally Lupo told passed out in the front seat. ing room, he got scared and hid
was holding the documents the McFarlane that the registration Punter said he then asked the in his closet. From inside the
officer was requesting, a UCF was in his hand. Police said driver if he had been drinking closet, Shibly told police, he
Police officer suspected Neville McFarlane responded, "Oh, · that night, to which the driver, watched tbrough a one-inch gap
Bryan Marek, 22, responded that and saw Woods and Gary Miller
McFarlane, 20, of driving under yeah."
the influence early Saturday
Smelling
alcohol
on he "had about two or three enter his room and search for
money. Sbibly told police he
morning.
McFarlane's breath, the officer drinks."
· Punter asked Marek to get out heard the pair discussing how
Noticing a gray four-door Jeep asked McFarlane to get out of the
traveling faster then it should vehicle, which he could not do of the car, and noticed Marek had much money they were finding.
have been, Officer Anthony Lupo· without holding on to the side of to hold onto the car's door to do Finally Shibly stepped out of the
began following McFarlane's the Jeep. McFarlane was then so, which Punter noted may have closet and the two men fled.
vehicle down Greek Park Drive subjected to field sobriety tests. been due to Marek's 6-foot-5-inch
Upon receiving the call, UCF
and saw the Jeep had increased After McFarlane failed the tests, frame. Field sobriety tests sug- Police Officer George Penvose
speed to 45 mph in a 25-mph Lupo took him to Orange gested that Marek was intoxicat- stopped two men near the South
zone. Lupo also saw that the County's DUI testing center, ed. He subsequently was trans- Parking Garage. The pair said
Jeep's tires were occupying both where a breath test documented ported to the Orange County DUI they had gone into the apartment
lanes of traffic.
a .12i/.113 blood-alcohol content. Testing Center where bis blood . of Shibly, who was their resident
At this point the officer turned McFarlane was placed in the alcohol content was determined assistant, to find a friend of
'
on bis lights and pulled Orange County Jail.
to be .091/.105. He was charged theirs, and that when they saw
with a DUI.
someone come out of the closet,
McFarlane ovei: The Jeep then
made a sharp right turn and The fast and the intoxicated
they got scared and ran. Sbibly .
drove onto the sidewalk, coming
After a red, two-door Honda $12 theft turns up warrant
. then positively identified the two
Philip-Elias Sbibly said two as those who had robbed him.
to a stop halfway on the road and Civic made an illegal U-turn on
halfway on the sidewalk in front University Boulevard, UCF men walked into his room in
Upon conducting a search,
of the Sigma Alpha Epsilon fra- Police Officer Clement Punter UCF's Academic Village, took police found $33 in cash and
ternity house. ·
attempted to make a routine traf- $12 out of his wallet, and then $5.37 in change in Miller's pockUpon approaching the vebi- · fic stop. However, the officer said stole change off of his desk. Upon ets. Woods only had one penny in
cle, Lupo saw that McFarlane by the time he'd shifted his patrol identification and arrest, suspect his pocket. Both were taken to
had his vehicle registration in car into drive, the red two-door Anthony Woods, 20, was found to Orange County Central Booking
hand. The officer then asked for already had accelerated and have an active warrant in Palm Office. All of the cash was placed
McFarlane's license, registration traveled f)OO feet and was turning Beach County.
into evidence.
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Nation and World
Soaring college tuition
prompts political response

consent of the victim would not
be a factor under the proposed
law.
Michigan is among just eight
states without an anti-hazing
law.

Congress twice sent similar legislation to former President Bill
Clinton, who vetoed it.

Sept. 12 - the day after the twoyear anniversary of the terrorist
attacks.
In bis e-mail to the TSA, he
said he carried box cutters,
modeling clay intended to
resemble plastic explosives,
·matches and liquid bleach bidden in sunscreen bottles in a
carry-on bag or concealed bis
clothes. After snealting the
banned items on the planes, he
bid them in the plane's lavatories.
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WASIIlNGTON .,.- The cost
of a college education, which
Student's e-mail says box cutters
has risen steadily for a decade,
planted on planes mSeptember
soared for the 2003-04 school
WASIIlNGTON - Box cutyear. And now; it is becoming a
Anti-abortion legislation
ters and other dangerous items
political issue.
remained ·o n a pair of Southwest
A new report issued . sent to White House
WASIIlNGTON - Abortion Airlines jets for five weeks even ·
Tuesday showed that average
tuition and fees at four-year opponents rejoiced Tuesday as though the college student who
. Oranim-birthright israe/. 100% Israeli. ·
public colleges rose 14 percent, the Senate sent to President smuggte~ them aboard sent fedto $4,694. Similarly, costs at Bush legislation that would out- ' eral authorities a signed e-mail
two-year public schools rose law a specific procedure to ter- detailing what he had done,
Why settle for anything less than the real Israel?
minate pregnancies, ' and that according to court papers
13.8 percent, to $1,095.
On
your once-in-a-lifetime free 10-day trip to Israel .. .
will
be
the
first
federal
law
unsealed
on
Monday.
Rowdiness
at
Rutgers
And at private universities,
The incident raises troubling worries many
where costs run higher, prices restricting abortions since the
Supreme Court's landmark Roe new questions about airport
It · was around 3:30 a.m.
rose 6 percent, to $19,710.
The College Board, an asso- v. Wade ruling three decades security after the government Sunday when Renee Wymbs
has spent billions·of dollars
says she and four girlfriends got
ciation of colleges and universi- ago.
The White House immediate- ing to strengthen procedures into a shoving match with seven
ties that issued the report,
blamed the economy and a ly issued a statement from Bush after the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist . drunken boys who taunted them
and exposed themselves as the
.shortfall of federal and state hailing the "very important leg- attacks.
At Duke University on girls walked home from a birthrevenues. The group said many islation that will end an abhorI
students have been protected rent practice and continue to Monday, Homeland Security day party near the Rutgers New
Multiple
Departure
Dates: Nov-Dec 2003, .Jan-Feb 2004
build
a
culture
of
life
in
America.
the
Brunswick
campus.
Director
Tom
Ridge
called
from tuition bikes by the growDep~rt from : NY, LA, Miami, Chicago & Toron~
One of the girls called her
ing availability of financial aid. I look forward to signing it into latest incident "a bad experience." "But we may learn some- boyfriend to stay with them for
Even so, the latest figures law."
Toll Free: 1-888-281 -1265
~ ,
Anticipating Bush's signa- thing about it that we can apply protection, Wymbs said. But he
took on a political charge as
info@israel4free.com
~~.·~;h;;,:.;;,
___
..,........,_
waA in a fight of his own at the
Republicans accused colleges ture, abortion-rights groups across the country," he said.
On
Monday,
Nathaniel Squam fraternity,
and universities of wasting tax- · immediately moved to block the
That brutal fight - which
payer funds on lavish campus measure in court. The case is Heatwole, 20, was charged with
If You Still Think A Laptop Computer Cost
facilities. Among those cited expected to reach the Supreme carrying a concealed weapon left two of the boyfriend's fraterwere large hot tubs, sun- Court, which already has ruled aboard an aircraft, which could nity brothers in critical condiToo Much Read This •••••
bathing decks and massage that similar state legislation is bring him up to 10 years in tion with head injuries and him
prison.
with a broken nose - stunned
Fast Laptops Under $500
Our Laptops Are Delivered:
facilities, as well as a rock- unconstitutional.
Under the legislation, docThe junior at Guilford the campus. Eight students have
climbing wall at a recreation
center at the University of tors who perform the procedure, College in Greensboro, N.C., was been arrested in connection
The number one reason why students
1 Completely cleaned & refurbished
which opponents call "partial- released without bail but with the baseball bat attack.
Houston.
like laptops is that they are small and
2 Wrth a 3 Month Warranty
The attack and other recent
birth abortion," could face fines ordered to stay away from airtake up little space. The second reason
3 Returns honored up to 7 days
incidents - the university presHazing at University of Michigan · or prison terms, and certain ports and off planes.
In an e-mail to the ident was mugged outside a
family members could sue docspurs bills to criminalize act
is that they can take them to class and
from receipt.
Transportation
Security liquor store near campus and
The ordeal was referred to tors for damages.
the library when things gel a little loud
Visit our welJ-site and learn
"This is Congress criminaliz- Administration, Heatwole said an assailant in a two-year string
kindly .as "introspective week."
at
the
dorms
or
frat
houses.
Fast,
busimore about this affordable
During Sept. 10,12, the eight ing physician judgment," said he snuck the items onboard the of sexual attacks in the city is
ness class laptops are available with warpledges to the Sigma Chi fra- Gloria Feldt, president of Southwest flights as "an act of still at large - have raised conalternative.
ranty at great prices from Lextel.
ternity at the University of Planned Parenthood. "Our civil disobedience" to bring cerns about safety at Rutgers.
"I don't tell my mom even
Michigan were taunted; they intent is to be in court before the attention to gaps in airline secu- ·
http://lextel.affordablelaptops.com
were ordered to crawl on pare ink is dry OR the president's sig- rity, according to an FBI affi- what happens to me because
We provide reliable, off-lease, Fortune
davit.
I'm scared she wont let.me go
hands and feet over a base- nature."
0
Special Packaged Offerings" for
500 laptop systems. We have a vari!)ly
Heatwole told federal agents here," said Wymbs. "We thought
Anti-abortion groups hailed
ment floor littered with shards
just $499, wlu1e suppRes last!
of
systems
to
choose
from,
starting
at
just
of broken beer bottles; they had the 64-34 vote as the culmina- that he went through normal we were safe wallring home with
security
procedures
at
five
girls
that's
a
big
group.
years
of
effort
to
restrict
over
$200
..
Coll
us
for
detaik.
tion
of
to do up to 1,000 push-ups.
Lextel's Affordable Compute~
And we weren't safe in doing
And they were deprived of abortions. The House of Baltimore-Washington
adequate amounts of sleep, Representatives had already International Airport on Sept. that, so I don't know what to
Call us at 866-304-813~
·
·
approved
the
measure. 14 and at Raleigh-Durham on do.v
water and food.
According to a police report
obtained Wednesday by the
Detroit Free Press, one pledge,
a 21-year-old junior from Ann
Arbor, got sick the second day
but refused to drop out because
the pledges were told that if
one gave up, they all failed. But
he did not complain because
"complaining got you nowhere
other than more push-ups,"
according to the report.
A few days later the
exhausted student, Evan
Loomis, was hospitalized for
life-threatening kidney failure.
Still, what happened to
Loomis was not a crime under
Michigan law; Ann Arbor police
concluded this week, because
the victim consented.
"It's a hurdle we couldn't get
over,'.' Ann Arbor Police Chief
Dan Oates said. "It looks like a
classic hazing to me."
Legislation introduced Oct.
16 in Lansing aims to close the
loophole that forced ·police to
YOU CAN GET THERE FROM >
drop the case.
407.679.6333.
The two bills, introduced by
Sen. Michelle McManus,. Rf!Jllsail.com
Lake Leelanau, define hazing
3300 University Boulevard
Winter Park, FL 32792
as a crime and assess penalties
Financial aid available t o those who q ualify• Job placem ent assistance •Accredited College, A CCSC
of up to 20 years in prison, if the
O 2003 Full Sall, Inc. A ll rights·rJ.l.: rved. Tho terms HFull Sail, .. "Full Sell Reaf World Education," "You Ca
service marks or service marks of Full S~il. lnc..tb
hazmg results in a death. The
. .....,
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See Israel with Israelis. ,Or not.

Trip's free, so you decide.

Let Israelis Show You Israel!
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Award-winning newsie finds her tailing at UCF
LAW OFFICE OF

was aired on a local community

Deason's goal:
Documentaries that
make a difference

access channel on Time Warner,
and had five markets across the
country.
The show was a stretch for
her. "I had never done anything
like that before," she said. "I
mean, I have always liked to perform and talk, but I had never
done anything with TV"
At first the show was just
"something fun," Deason said,
because she did not get paid to
do the show. But as time went by,
she became more and more
interested and involved in the
program. "People started to recognize me, the.y really liked my
show; and they would tell me
that I was a natural," Deason
said. She hosted the show for
three years as a side job while
working full-time. The show,
however, was canceled because
of discrepancy between the producer and the network
It was then that Deason
decided to go back to school. ''I
figured that I didn't want to bartend forever; there is more to life
than that," she said with a laugh.
"I started off with one class in
radio and television. I wanted to
see if I would like it or not, and I
.
AMBER ~LANK I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
really liked it." The next semes- Anne Deason, a senior majoring in radio and television, is the first UCF student to receive
ter she took two classes and the national Clarion Award from the Association for Women in Communication.
then, realizing that at that rate ·
she Inight not graduate very Association for Women in Okla. "It was a surprise. I enter
quickly, she started going full- Communications, she foulid out so many awards and competitime.
about the Clarion Awards, and tions, and one day the phone
Last semester, two years into sublnitted her docUlnent3.ry. The . rang and they told me that I won
her UCF studies, Deason report- Clarion Awards is a renowned the Clarion Award," she said,
ed a documentarj that featured competition recognizing the best bealning with excitement.
a UCF student's struggie as a works from all communications
Deason said she found her
single mother, and the longwait- fields. Entrants are judged niche with her "UCF Daycare"
ing list to get her child into the against peers of equal size and piece, and hopes to eventually do
Creative School on campus. budget to ensure that everyone documentaries. "I wanted to
Deason's television feature, from the largest ad agency to the host my own show for a while,"
"UCF Daycare," aired on a fall smallestnewspaperisfairlycon- she said. "Then I did news, and I
2002 edition of WNSC "Knightly sidered.
found out this is one way that I
News."
Eight months later, on Oct. 2, can help people. I really want to
Being a member of the she received heraward in Tulsa, do something that matters."

NASEEM SOWTI
Senior Staff Writer

Vmcent Van Gogh once said,
"I am seeking, I am striving, I am
in it with all my heart." That's
what Anne Deason did. She
sought, she found, and then she
became the first UCF student to
win the national Clarion Award
from the Association for Women
in Communication.
Deason, a native Floridian, is
a senior majoring in radio and
television at the Nichoison
School of Communication. What
makes her achievement interesting is that her success story is
not the usual "I knew what I
wanted to do since I was six."
Sitting comfortably on a chair
in the Communications Building,
the cold room blocked out by her
pink sweater, she began telling
her story. "I started off as a marketing majo1: I thou~t it was
going to be really creative and
fun, and it turned out to be really 'salesy'," said Deason.
Deciding that marketing was not
for her, she quit school and
became a fu)l-time bartender to
support herself. "I didn't know
what I wanted to do when l grew
up," she said with a laugh.
After a few years, she
switched gears again, became
1
involved with an independent
, local TV station, and started
hosting her own show. "The
show was called 'Ballyhoo,"' she
said. "It was an independent
show about independent films,
and I got to interview many
actors and actresses." The show
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SAE banned from Homecoming Week activities
FROM

YDU ARE IN OOR
PRAYERS
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE FILE PHOTO

Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity, whose house is pictured here decorated
after Sept. 11, is also being investigated by national fraternity officials.

Al

into the SAE incident that-is being conducted by SAE's. national headquarters is progressing more slowly.
"We're still piecing together the exact 1
details of what happened," said Ryan
Weiers, executive director of SAE's
Southea.St region. "These investigations usually take a while."
•
Weiers would not make any comment on what his investigation has
unearthed. He and SAE's executive
director were in Orlando on Saturday
for an unrelated event, and used the
time to interview chapter members.
''We met with the university, and
had a long meeting with the chapter,"
Weiers said. He added that the meeting with the chapter's executive board
turned up very little, as none of the
chapter's officers had been present at
the accident.
Weiers did say he felt the university to this point has taken the correct
action on the matter. "It's the same
thing that we would do in the situation," he said. "It's pretty common."

On Wednesday an emergency
meeting of the Interfraternity Council
met to discuss the matter. At the meeting IFC presidenf Ryan O'Rourke, a
member of SAE, stepped down from
his post.
"While I am dedicated to the betterment of our entire Greek community, I
have an obligation to my own chapter,"
O'Rourke told the assembled representatives of UCF's 18 fraternities. "I
hope you will all understand that this
is something my chapter needs and
that I need to be there supporting SAE
in our time of crisis."
,
O'Rourke said his return to the
head of IFC is contingent on the matter being resolved, or new officers
being elected. In O'Rourke's absence
the IFC's executive vice president,
Matt Hinton of Lambda Chi Alpha, will
be assulning the duties of president.
Following O'Rourke's announcement, council members expressed solidarity with SAE. "Now more than
ever we must unite as a Greek community and stand together," O'Rourke
said.
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Astro-dome ·invites all
to reach for the stars
MATT HEDGECOCK
Staff Writer

observations do look at some
star clusters and nebulas, but
only the vecy brightest ones.
"The general public doesn't
usually want to spend a long

With UCF's proximity to the
Space Coast, the university
draws a number of people
looking to make a career out of
space observation and explo"During our recent
ration. This interest has led to
a number of groups organized
'Mars Watch' we
and dedicated to giving students the best chance of expe- ,drew crowds of
riencing the universe.
One such group, the UCF
around900a
Astronomical Society, seeks to
tap into this sentiment with
night every night."
free public viewings of various
heavenly bodies.
_ PAUL GARDNER
Paul Gardner, president of
PRESIDENT, UCF ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY
the UCF Astronomical Society
,elaborated about the nature of
the free viewings. "The most
popular objects to look at are time trying to discern detail on
a faint object," Gardner said.
Recently the Astronomical
Society offered up viewings of
. the planet Mars, which passed
the closest to Earth in recorded history. Curious stude.n ts
flocked to the "Mars Watch"
event by the hundreds to catch
a detailed picture of the Red
Planet.
"During our recent 'Mars
Watch' we drew crowds of
around 900 a night evecy night
during the entire week of Aug.
25-29," Gardner said. "The
event was a huge success.
More so than we had ever
expected."
The "Mars Watch" isn't the
ROB MELENDEZ I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
only special event of this year,
The Robinson Observatory houses the
largest telescope in the state of Florida
however. On Nov. 8, the society
that is routinely open for public viewing.
is planning an event for the
total lunar eclipse that occurs
' the planets," Gardner said. at 5:30 a.m. Details are still
"The planets are the easiest to pending, though full informaobserve because they are so tion should be available soon.
bright and offer a lot to see,
The primary observing tool
whereas dim objects stich as used by the Astronomical
· nebulas and galaxies do not Society is UCF's Robinson
offer much detail at all, and Observatory. The ob~ervatocy
therefore,are not as rewarding houses a 26-inch Schmidtto look at when it comes to the Cassegrain telescope, which is
general public."
hooked up to a Santa Barbara
Aside from the easily visible Instruments Group CCD digital
planets and the moon. the free camera to enable the group to

'
photogr_aph the sky. A 30-foot
wide, three-ton silver dome
houses the telescope, which
was donated to UCF by the
Central Florida Astronomical .
Society in 1994. However, there
are a number of smaller,
portable telescopes used by
the UCF Astronomical Society
to accommodate all of the pub. lie viewing guests.
While the equipment may
be right for the job, the location
isn't. Orlando is a vecy bright
city, and light from ground
sources makes it more difficult
for observers to see objects
which are further away from
the Earth.
"Light pollution is indeed a
vecy big problem," Gardner
said. "Right now there is nothing we can really do to change
light pollution. The only thing
·we can do to combat light pollution at the moment is to use
filters on our telescopes that
limit what wavelengths of light
we are able to see."
Gardner explained that
street lights and lights on
buildings have different wavelengths than natural light,
. making it possible to filter out
some of the offending light pollution. However, the only surefire way to avoid light pollution
is to build an observatory in a
sparsely populated area, a
near-impossibility in Central
Florida.
.
Public viewings are held
evecy
first
and
third
Wednesday of each month,
one-hour after sundown.
Because of cloud cover, events
may
be
canceled;
www.physics.ucf.edu/astro
carries information on anticipated weather conditions that
would affect that night's viewing.
The Robinson Observatocy
· is located on Neptune Drive in
the southeast corner of campus. When approaching the
observatory, d4n your vehicle's
headlights.

ATTENTION .ALL STUDENTS
IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT

ABT (Florida Division of
Alcohdlic Beverages and
lobacco), will. be present
.
, in large nbJ:nbers at the
Homecom.ing game.
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If I get an. underage driiikrng ticket at a UCF
football game or at a bar or c ·u,6 wbatimppens
and what should I d&?. . . . . _-_.._....... . . . . . .=----~__..:.Ifyou receive a ticket, the first thing you should do
is cooperate with the officer. lfyotl ar..e given the
opportunity to pay the ticket-onsite,
STVP and"
,..
THINK. Paying the ticket is qn admission to guilt,
and if ever asked·ifyou were arrested, you would
have.to select YES. · The next thingyou should do
is solicit information from either Student Legal
Services and or the SGA Judicial Advisor..
However, it is extremely important that you don't
ignore the citation, it will only make matters worse.
.,,.).

I

\

Contact Judicial Advisor:
. Willie Bentley (407) 823-4719
Student Legal Services. (407) 823-2538
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UCF ready for the
p of the year
t's tough being a college
gaine against FloridaAtlantiC
of those times is this weekend.
football player. You don't get this year. The fans lmew UCF
Tumorrow students will get
the pay of the pros, but you
had a 1-3 record when they
their one legru chance this year
o get the punishment, both
played their second home game
to jump i.ri. the Reflecting Pond,
>hysical and emotional.
against Buffalo. The fans
as UCF holds its rally of all pep
The Knights just lost their
cheered anyway. About 25,000
rallies. Thousands of students
!ifth game of the season, and
showed up at the Citrus Bowl
who may never have met before
ey've only won two. When the
for the first game, and 22,000 for will splash around in.wild abanearn loses, the fans let them
the next.
don together for the fun of it, for
pow, and so do the sports jourWhen the Knights play their
the school and for the game.
alists. The players get an earbiggest home game of the year
At 11 a.m. Saturday you'll
[ul of punishment, topping the
in tWo days, capping a week of
see the best of the Greeks and
!>ruises they already endured.
Homecoming celebrations,
other campus groups, as they
This Saturday the Knights
they'll be pla~g for the fans
parade their floats through
ake the field at home for the
once again. It seems, from polls
downtown. There will be festivihird time this season, facing off conducted by the Future, that
ties before and during the game,
~st Central Michigan, a
fans don't care how badly this
· including the crowning of a
earn that also has a pretty bad
season has gone for the Knights. Homecoming king and queen. ,
ecord this season. Though the
Most people who,planned on
The party for UCF won't end
Knights lmow they've been play- attending the Homecoming Saturday, but the game will'be
ing badly, they're hoping to
game at the start of the s~ason
about as good as it gets. The
extend their home-win streak to are still going.
team lmows it, and though they
three.
When students look back on
may be losing this season, it's
Call it home-field advantage
their years at UCF, they're going their stadium and our team.
- like most schools, UCF does
to remember few things · We may not have the recognifair better on its own turf.
- hopefully some of what they
tio~ or the record of the Gators
UCF fans lmew their team
learned, the people they lme:w
or the Seminoles, but UCF stupad a losing record when the
and the times when it felt like
dents love their Knights - and
Knights played their first home
they really were in college. One
they're showing it.
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Box-cutter stunt
shows weak security
lA

North Carolina college student was charged Monday
with taking a dangerous
weapon aboard an aircraft. He
said h~did it to expose security
holes at airports.
Written matter-of-factly, the
case against him would seem
cut-and-dried: A person brought
a weapon onto a plane, and that
person was charged ~th a
crime. That's exactly how federal prosecutor Thomas DiBiagio
is painting the case against
Nathaniel Heatwole, who was
charged Monday after he told
authorities he had smuggied box
cutters, modeling clay meant to
look like plastic explosives,
matches and bleach aboard two
planes.
What's missing from the
United States' case against
Heatwole is a yery important
"why'' element.
In his confession, Heatwole
wrote that he had planted the
box cutters aboard the planes to
prove a point about the weaknesses of airline security in
America. He wrote that he was
doing it with the hope that security would be improved in the
wake of the discovery of the
weapons.
He had hidden the box cutters in·storage compartments
inside the lavatories of two
Southwest Airlines planes that
he had boarded in RaleighDurham, N.C., and Baltimore.

Authorities found the box cut- ·
ters last Thursday, five weeks
after Heatwole hid them.
Heatwole said he did it as an
act of civil disobedience.
Stephen McHale, administrator
for the Transportation Security
Administration, says this type of
disobedience is not to be tolerated.
Though this is a case of
someone going to criminal
extremes to prove a point, the
point needed to be proven.
Airport security remains weak,
and it undermines the feeling of
safety among Americans.
After Sept. 11, the security
agency immediately tightened
security at airports - such as
random, thorough passenger
searches, sky marshals and
reinforced cockpit doors - only
to lower it again soon afterward,
when they declared that the
"danger" had passed. Yet
changes do not appear imminent
following this breach of security.
If the government believes
that what this student did constitutes a danger to the
American people, then they
should very well call their handling of airline security a .danger
to the American people. Anyone,
including people with malicious
and dangerous intent, could
have easily done the same thing,
and Heatwole proved it.
His action& mirror what
could be expected of a security

check if a federal employee
attempts to pass through airlihe
security with a weapon. The
only functional differences were
that Heatwole didn't tell authorities before he did it, and he ieft
the iteins on the plane afterward. It can't be ignored that .
someone aboard one of those
planes could have discovered
the potential weapons, but the
likelihood that they'd use them
to hijack a plane doesn't seem
high. Not many successful
hijackings have started with a
terrorist finding a blade in a
plane by accident.
Could Heatwole's actions
have informed terrorists how to
get by airport security? The
answer depends on whether you
think they don't already lmow
exactly how they're going to
strike next. That Sept. 11 terrorists were capable of hijacking
four planes simultaneously and
crashing them into two symbols
of American security and power
proves that theywere aware of
our weaknesses well before the
average American. Heatwole's actions told us
exactly what the government
didn't want us to lmow. Tuday,
more. than two years after Sept.
11, security, checkpoints in airports are still shocking1y easy to
circumvent. That's the real
crime against America, and
Heatwole is going to trial for
exposing it.

•
Maybe next year..•

Voting for Arnold

Go Knights!
CHRIS ARNOLD I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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Greeks do more good than bad

turns around as quickly as this. The strong will

survive this incident, but do .not think that the
administration and the rest of campus will realize
who is strong and who is weak.
All Greeks will have to follow whatever punishment is handed down by UCF. I say do not fight it, .
for it will only make those organizations look
guiltier.

Yet again the Greek system across the country
is hit with a report that vastly overshadows the
good things Greek students do for their communities, universities and national and 19cal philanthr0pies ["Hazing suspected in fraternity collision," Oct. 20).
·Next week's Future won't report how Greek
organizations at UCF donated hundreds, if not
thousands, of dollars in wish list items to the
Mustard Seed of Central Florida during
Homecoming. It won't report how Greeks took
time of out their weekends to hand out candy and
provide a safe area for young children to trick-ortreat for Halloween.
·
There won't be any articles on the front page
or in the Opinions section about the thousands of
dollars for charity that have been raised by various Greek organizations on thi:S campus already
this semester.
I don't blame the Future or the news for
reportingwhat happened last Oct. 16, because "if
it bleeds, it leads," and this one definitely bled. It
bled the good name out of the UCF Greek system.
I hope UCF officials have the courage to show
everyone that hazing, unde:r:age drinking and drug
use aren't what Greek life is all about, and I hope
they deliver a punishment proportional to the slap
in the face we as Greeks received last week

I just finished reading the story "Hazing suspected in fraternity collision." Nice job reporting
with an attention to facts and details.
I was dismayed, however, at the naming of witnesses to the incident. It appears the author just
took the resident assistants' names and statements from the poll~ blotter. Like victims,.almost
all newspapers offer a shield of protection to witnesses of a crime, unless they voluntarily give out
their names during an interview. As a former UCF
RA and newspaper reporter, I can assure you
UCF Housing would not approve of.employees
talking to the press.
1
Naming a witness hampers investigh,tions by
discouraging others to come forward. Sunshine
laws might allow you to lmowwho sawwhat, but
it doesn't give you the right to name them.

- DUSTIN MILLER
PRESIDENT, PHI DELTA THETA

- DAVID PITTMAN
CLASSOF'Ol

Collision will injure all Greeks
It is a waste of time to speculate what might
· have happened Oct. 16 in the Lake Claire parking
lot. Everyone has heard the situation,whatwent
on, and what could be the result of this.
It was an act of stupidity.
Every organization on this campus is somehow
affected by what some "frat boys" decided would
be funny. Because we wear Greek letters, the
I members of my organization will be thought of
with just a little less integrity.
This saddens me. How can an organization
based on founding principles that guide men to
lead stronger lives, totally forget those principles
and commit a stupid act?
This is a watershed. Just when everyone
thought that the Greeks were getting stronger, it

- MICHAEL NEWMAN
BETA THETA Pl

Witness names shouldn't be reported

Cartoon was a cruel joke
I was utterly disgusted and shocked to see the
cartoon entitled "Brotherly Love" in the Oct. 20
issue. The incident that 'occurred is not a laughing matter and should not be taken as a joke. ,.
People were hurt, and speaking from personal
experience, a car accident is a very stressful and
emotional event to live through, not only for the
people involved in the accident, but for their families and friends as well.
Also, there has not been any confirmation on
What exactly did occur, and no charges have been
brought against the organization. Sigma Alpha
Epsilon is a well-established chapter at UCF and
does numerous things to better our campus, not to
PLEASE SEE
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.MAN ON THE STREET~~
T H E

"Does the football
team's lo~ing streak ·
change your mind
about attending
the Homecoming
game?"
- COMPILED BV°AMBER PLANK

(1
'J

Hospitality & Tourism Management

"I'm going to try to be out
there:They're doing the best
they can with what they
have. Aloss Just tells them
what they need to work on
for next year."

WORD

A R 0 U N D

Marketing

"Tailgating and team
performance have nothing
to do with each other. It's
for recreation only. Ithink
not allowing kegs changes
my mind about tailgating
more than anything else."

CAMPUS

Film

"The football team is a
good thing, though
Homecoming is about
school pride, not just
football. Besides, we can't
lose forever."

Elementary Education

"Other than having prior
arrangements, Iwas
planning on going. Ilike
our football team. Itry to
watch it on the Sunshine
Network when I can."

International Relations

"They could be better, but
of course I'm going to
tailgate with the TKEs."

International Marketing

"I'm still going to the
game. I know they're not
that good, but if people
give support, Ithink that
would help."
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within the patterns. All of human life is contingent
upon one or more of these patterns. Basically,
mention that members of their chapter hold high
human life would not be able to exist if these patpositions around our campus.
terns were not in place, nor if small changes in
'lb publish something so hurtful and cruel is
the precise "calculations" found in the natural
absolutely inappropriate, insensitive and
world were to take place.
extremely upsetting. I hope, for sake of the vicThe argument has existed for hundreds of
tim, his family and friends, that there is an apolo- years, and is becoming more prevalent than ever,
gy made in a future issue.
that where you find a design, there is inherently a
.
- MELISSA MULLER designer.
I also hope it will be realized that reason and
SOPHOMORE
logic can be used to provide a "reasonable
defense" for the argument supporting the exisBums' assault on referees unfair
tence
of God. If interested in continuing the disI generally look foiward to reading the spots
cussion,
or creating a forum in which ideas can
commentary by Ashley Burns. As a sports fan
be
fostered
and expounded upon, please e-mail
with very strong allegiances, I understand and
me
at
areasonedfaith@hotmail.com.
sympathize with Burns' frustrations over the
' struggles of the UCF football team this season.
- MAITHEW MCGEE
However, his frustrations this week are severely
misplaced ["Gripes with the stripes," Oct. 20].
Socialist slant in ROCK stocy
Any reasonable football fan knows officials will
In a recent article ["ROCKingthe boat," Oct.
miss calls. Most of the time though, the calls even 20], you mentioned ROCK's campaign to place
out. Miami did not lose the national championship U.S. flag"S in classrooms alongwith the phrase
because of the "blown" pass interference call.
"the club has also brought several other controThey lost the game because they could not stop a versial issues."
mostly on&dimensional offense.
If you feel displaying the American flag within
You can gripe about officiating all you want,
the United States is "controversial," then I think
but the zebras didn't get shut out by Ohio or give
the author of the article and the editors of this
up 38 points to Akron. Why not blame a defense
publication have some major reality distortions
that couldn't stop a decent high school offense
they need.to work out. Start out by putting down
from scoring?
the Karl Marx and stop wasting my taxpayer dolI get mad when officials blow calls that hurt
lars on promoting a socialist education.
my teams, but I also breathe a sigh of relief when
- TERRY HOWARD
they blow calls that help my team. It all evens out.
CENTRAL
FLORIDA RESIDENT
If anything, the MAC wants UCF to succeed, so if
you want to believe a conspiracy theory, MAC
leaders are probably asking the officials to go
Curious about ·military money
easy on UCF.
I saw a recent story about a campus organizaAlso, it is highly inappropriate to label any
tion that advocated cutting the link between UCF
female student-athletes as "Chewbacca" or
and the military, as well as defense companies
"wookies." This obvious and inflammatory referlike Lockheed Martin ["Student group pushes to
ence to physical appearance is just uncalled for.
break UCF-military link," Oct. 6]. I wonder if anyI'm sorry you were upset UCF lost to FSU, but
one has asked what happens to other donations.
let's keep the personal attacks to a minimum.
Are they given to other deparqnents?
Again, Ashley, I generally enjoy your column.
If the link is severed, will the research grants
Keep on writing, but don't let your emotions get
and donations go to other colleges, like Embrythe best of you when you head to the computer.
Riddle or the Florida Institute of Technology, that
also
have undergraduate and graduate engineer- £RIK PETERSON
UCF GRAD STUDENT AND INSTRUCTOR ing and computer science programs?
Also, with more engineering and information
technology jobs being outsourced to companies
::01 Areasoned faith
outside the United States, what will the long-term
In "God doesn't belong in the pledge" ["Reader effect be on jobs for UCF graduates?
views," Oct. 20], the author writes, "the God conThis industry is also getting more H-1B visas
cept is patently false and absurd." While belief in
because of a supposed lack of trained or educated
God does require an element of faith, the basis for people for all the open jobs. Engineers at Siemens
that faith does not force one to commit "intellectu- in Lake Mary are outragB<l at losing their jobs to
al suicide."
1
Tata Consulting in India. As for the situation in
A fact that no rational scientist will debate is
California, I agree there should be a separation..
that there are intrinsic patterns found iil nature.
The GAO has routinely chastised UCLA for its lax
Although these patterns are extremely complex
security measures while managing the Los
~ and poorly 1
understood by scientists, many say
Alamos Nuclear Lab. I see many more job losses
these patterns are only coincidences.
with this focus. How about a followup?
What makes this proposal unlikely is not the
- KEVIN DWYER
deep complexities or the aesthetic beauty found
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ALL STUDENTS WELCOME
WITH VALID STUDENT 1.D.
To Reserve Your Seat Call 407-926·2768
by 9:00am Friday 10/24/03

PEGASUS LANDING
12440 Golden Knight Circle
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HONDA
SERVICE CENTER

NOTyour parents'

· dealership"

. ~ Relaxed and Friendly Atmosphere
• Honda Factory Trained Technicians
• Certified for All Honda Warranty Repairs
• Full-line of Honda parts & Accessories

''Providing all ofyour service needs,
from oil changes to major engine repairs"
For additional information
or to schedule an Appointment
call Jose or Eric at:

407-645-2282
711 W. Fairbanks Ave. • Winter Park

100/o OFF
all Service
& Parts*
*WI valid student, faculty or
employee identification. Does
not include oil, changes.
j

UCF S_
tudents Receive a FREE Washer &Dryer
• Down Payment Assistance
•Immediate Occupancy
•Over 25 Homes to Choose From
•Tax Deductions

•Clubhouse
•Two Swimming Pools
• Two Recreation Areas
• Private Home Sites

Models Open Monday-Saturday 9:00-6:00
On Colonial (Hwy. 50) 2 Miles East Of Alafaya

407-281-6029
1575 Pel Street • Orlando, Florida 32828 • www.flaparks.com
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*l .9% financing .available through Volkswagen Bonk USA upon credit approval. Offer good through l 0/31 /03

2004 TOUARl;G .
· GOES
AHyWHERE!

GO TOPLESS
I

OVER 20
IN STOCK

*Leases are calculated with $0 total down. Includes _1st payment, $0 sec. deposit, tags, title and license. Leasing W.A.C. thru VWC. Expires 10/31 /03

CENTRAL FL's ONLY WOLFSBURG CREST CLUB MEMBER
We (an Assist You With:

~FIRST TIME
BUYER

~COLLEGE-GRAD
PROGRAM

.
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~ C~EDIT
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With tournaments around
the comer, some seasons
are ju~t ready to begin

Juoior Eric Vasquez leads
the men's soccer team in
assists with seven and is
second on the team in
goals with three.

Straight football
Homecoming
,victories the Knights
.,,
have earned.

'Points per game the
Knights average at
• Homecoming.

•

became better. The junior
led the Knights in their final
two events of the season.

96

Number of points the
Knights have scored
over their eight-game
Homecoming streak.

......lllW.._tH.JA.

women's

"'°"""~
· teani. hasn't

75

Points the Knights
have surrendered
over the eight-game
streak.

. ASHLEY BURNS

fared as well
this season, as
they have turned.in only two topten performances in their four tournament appearances. The Knights' best
finish of the season came at the
USF/Beacon Woods Invitational, where
they finished fifth overall, despite being
in second place for the :Qrst two rounds;
Senior Sarah Greene led the Knights
in three of the four tournaments, with
her best finish coming at USF where she
tied for eighth place.

Sports Editor
'
1

;
'
. 'I '

.
•

I

Following the
Women's soccer 3-0
victory over Atlantic
Sun rival Stetson on
Sonday, sophomore
Jennifer
Montgomery was
named the A-Sun
Pl.ayer-of-the-Week.
Prior to the
recognition,
Montgomery scored
tHree goals in two
of the Knight's
victories.Thanks to
the off~nsive
output, she and the
Knights remain tied
f8r first'in the
€onference
standings·.

Men's soccer will
host A-Sun foe
Belmont tonight at
; t&e UCF Soccer
• Complex at 7 p.m.,
• · aJ;Jd A-Sun newcom< er Lip~comb
Saturday at 1 p.m.
' ·.... Women's soccer ·
h.eads to Troy State
tomorrow to play
1he Trojans, and will
hbst Colorado
College on Sunday
at 1 p.m. at the UCF
'· Soccer Complex.. .
Volleyball plays out• of-conference
t-0morrow as they
t,1ke on Coastal
, Carolina in Conway,
• . );C. . . . Volleyball
! .goes to Charleston
Southern on
• S'aturday.

"I am basically
telling you if that
doesn't change
·we're going to
cbntinue to struggle
the rest of the year."
- SOPHOMORE

~EFENSIVE LINEMAN

PAUL CARRINGTON
ON THE FOOTBALL
TEAM'S ATIITUDE

' "The quarterback
position and the
head coaching •
position get a lot of
toe aap. You may
not like it, but that's
toe way it is.
Whoever prepares
the best, we'll name
the starter."
- CMU HEAD (OACH

MIKE DEBORD ON
THE CHIPPEWAS'

QUARTERBACK
CONTROVERSY

'

Men's soccer

So far this season,
Arguably the most
UCF athletics has seen a
explosive of UCF's Agreat deal of success from
Sun teams, the men's
its Atlantic Sun Conference
team is well on its way
programs.
to defending their 2002
Men's and women's soccer
conference championship.
are showing once again that
Led by a stellar defense featuring
they are the best and bright- sophomore goalkeeper Ryan Mcintosh,
est in the A-Sun, and the vol- the Knights (9-2-2, 5-0 A-Sun) are
leyball team is clearing space · marching through the conference.
.
~ on the shelf for yet another
Undefeated to this point, the men have
conference title.
five games remaining before the A- ·
However, the regular season success Sun tournament. Four of those
of these teams is of little concern as A- games are against conference
Sun ·championship play begins in just a opponents.
few weeks. While some teams were
"I still don't think we're
expected to dominate the conference, playing our best · soccer yet,"
others have been a pleasant surprise.
junior midfielder Jaime Planells
said. "We started the season so
Cross cquntry
well and we're 5-0. We're the only
With the A-Sun undefeated team1n the conference,
so obviously that's pretty good."
1Championsbip only two
weeks away, the cross
Mcintosh has been a brutal
-#&2:~:? country team is in a thorn in the side of his oppostrong position to run · nents this season as he has
·.
recorded a career-high six
away with the title.
The men's team finished first overall shutouts, while making 41
in two of five events this season. .The saves. Before the Knights'
Knights staited the season with a strong opponents can get to Mcintosh,
showing at home as they won the UCF though, they've had to try their
Invitational with five runners finishing in luck against UCF defenders
the top ten. The men went on fo earn two Brian Malec and Tim Sobczak.
foUrth-place finishes and one sixth-place The duo has made Mcintosh's
finish over the next three events, and fui.- job much easier as he has
ished up how they started with a first recorded a .774 save perplace Win at the Hatter Invitational at centage.
Stetson last week.
"The three that come
Senior Danny Cook has b!'.Jen the cat- to the top of my head are
alyst for the Knights' strong season, (Ryan) Mcintosh, Brian
and
Tim
leading UCF in four of the five events. Malec
Cook finished first overall at the UCF Sobczak,'~
said
Invitational and third in the Hatter Planells of who he
Invitational for his best performances thinks has been the
this season.
most important play. The women's team has kept pace er. "But I'd have to say
. with the men for the most part. Led by it's Mcintosh. He's got six
senior Sara Dillman, the Knights shutouts and that's
matched the men at the UCF Invitational unheard of."
with a first place finish. The Knights
The offense has been
earned foUrth, fifth and seventh place sparked by the play of
finishes over the next three events and · freshman Chris Crissy and
closed out their regular season with a senior Chris Beaulac, who
second place finish at the Hatter both have four goals. Junior
Invitational.
Eric Vasquez leads the
. Much like Cook, Dillman has been the team in total points as he
undoubted MVP for this squad as she has scored three goals and
has also led the Knights in four of their fed six assists.
five events.

Men's golf
With one tournament
remaining on their fall .
schedule, the men's golf
'#.~Cit;';J team has been consistent during their four
tournament appearances this season.
The Knights started off strong with a
third place finish at the Mid Pines
Intercollegiate, but then dropped slightly
as they turned in a sixth-place and tWo
eighth-place performances.
The men's team has been highlighted
by the performances of Barry Roof and
Andreas Hoegberg. Roof ' turned in a
tournament score of 203 at Mid Pines, a
score that fell one stroke shy of the UCF
record held by PGA professional Robert
. 1 Damron. While Roof's play feij .off as the
season progressed, Hoegierg only

Women's socce'r
The
Knights started the season
~'"'"'"'·!!<~~ with
some
inconsistency as they fired-·
off three straight
wins and then
dropped three of
their next four.
However, the women returned to form as
tl;ley rolled out a five-game winning
streak and have won nine of their past
ten. The :Knights have improved to a 134-0 record and remain tied for first in the
conference.at 8-1.
Sophomore ,
sensi;i,tion
Jen
Montgomery leads the team in goals
with six, but junior Becef.Eshelman has
been the unsung hero of tile defending A-

Sun champs. The forward leads the
team in points, as she has four goals and
seven assists to her credit.
Goalkeeper Julie Snaman has been
nearly unbeatable this season as she
has recorded seven shutouts in 12 wins,
while stopping 49 shots.
The women's team has three regular
. season games remaining before they
attempt to take yet another A-Sun
crown.

Men's tennis
The team that ran
the table in the A-Sun
. last season has.put on
an impressive display
in their six tournament
appearances this season. The Knights
started the fall season with a 6-1 victory
over North Carolina State at the
University of Miami Fall Classic.
"We went down to Miami and beat
those teams," senior Rhett Rosen said of
the early season's highlight.. "That
showed us we can compete with pretty
much anybody."
Last year's A-Sun Player-of-the-Year
Cataiin Bradu pulled off a huge upset
over the 52nd nationally ranked player.
'1/ /L""'"'"-'
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MEN ON B2

COURTESY CENTRAi. MICHIGAN

Running back Terrance Jackson, ranked third in the MAC, is a bright spot for CMU.

Chippewas
look to spoil
.Homecoming.
ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor

Saturday's Homecoming game will prove to be a battle of
two teams looking to shed losing streaks, ~ the Knights
face off against the Central Michigan Chippewas for the
1
first time ever.
UCF (2-5, 1-3 MAC) is in the midst of a two-game slide,
however th~ offense looks to be heading in the right direction again. CMU (2-5, 0-4 MAC) is riding a four-game losing
streak, in which
all games came
at the hands of
MAC divisional
rivals.
CMU has fallen victim to a
· harsh schedule
that had them
facing off against
four of the toughest teams in the
conference,
Citrus Bowl, 4p.m., Homecoming
including Baµ
State, Bowling
and
Green
Northern Illinois. The Chippewas' latest 31-13 loss was
delivered by the Tuledo Rockets this 'past Saturday.
The Knights have dropped four of their last five games
as they head into Homecoming action. UCF football is 16-7
all-time on Homecoming Saturday, and have won their last
eight homecoming matchups.
·
The Knights had played for two weeks without standout
quarterback Ryan Schneider, who returned a@iln.st Akron
last week. The senior's return looked to have pumped some
life into the dying offense.
"He gives UCF a whole new look," CMU head coach Mike
DeBord said. "Without him, UCF was forced to run the ball
more than it may have wanted to. Now that he's back,
PLEASE SEE
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HAYNES ON B3

UCF volleyball
dominates FAU
MATT DUNAWAY
Staff Writer

Setter Jenny
Frank (left) and
outside hitter
Lindsey Whalen
have helped lead
UCF volleyball to
a 15-4 start,
which includes a
nine-game
winning
streak.

The UCF volleyball team won the battle of undefeated
squads in Atlantic Sun Conference play, crushing Florida
·
Atlantic (30-27, 30-22, 30-24) on Tuesday night.
'~There is no question that we came out and executed
tonight," head coach Meg Colado said. "We were so aggressiv~ out there which was great for us to see."
_
'We came out firing on all cylinders," setter Jenny Frank
said. 'We're right in the :middle of conference competition
right now, and it is good to beat on FAU on their floor."
UCF (15-4, 6-0) controlled the frontcourt with nine
blocks, and limited FAU (11-10, 5-1) to a 0.126 hitting percentage.
The Golden Knights were led by a double-double from
outside hitter Tanya Jarvis with 13 kills on a 0.346 hitting
percentage to go alongwith 11 digs. .
"Tanya played unbelievable tonight,'' Colado said. "She
was so competitive and so aggressive."
Middle blocker Amanda Stoutjesdyk smashE)d 12 kills on
a 0.360 hitting percentage while outside hitter Emily Watts
knocked down 10 kills. Frank tallied 40 of the 49 .assists on
the evening.
' "The sets were right at antenna level," outside hitter
Kelly Klinkenborg said. "The defense and passing were fantastic tonight. It was a complete team effort."
"Frankie did a really nice job getting our hitters one-onone," Colado said. "Our kids just worked the angies out
there."
After edging out -FAU in g'am.e one 30-27, UCF took control of the match on Klinkenborg's serve starting·game two
on a6-0 run.
''When you go back. to serve there are zones that the
coaching staff points out," Klinkenborg said. ''.And that was
were I was able to hit the ball."
The Knights step out of A-Sun play this weekend to take
on Coastal Carolina and Charleston Southern from the Big
South Conference. .
1
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are a bit pricey at $80, but hey,
it's Bach! Call 407-646-21.82 for
tickets and information.

...

'

Best bets on·Central Florida's
arts and entertainment calendar
daughters brings heartwrenching drama and sweepingromance to Central Florida.
The show runs through Nov. 30.
Today's shows are at 11:30 a.m.
and 6 p.m. Call the Mark Two
box office at 800-726-7275 for
tickets.

Friday Oct. 24

DANA DELAPI

It's Bach! I mean back. The
Bach Festival Choir and
Orchestra begins its fall
Masterworks series today. In
celebration of the 2ooth birthday of Romantic composer
Hector Berlioz, the 150-voice
Bach Festival Choir will per. form monumental Berlioz
works such as "Te Deum" ai;id
"Symphonie Fantastique."
• The music festival is at
Knowles Chapel on the Rollins
College Campus: The festival
runs through Oct. 26. Tickets

Senior StaffWriter·
I

Thursday Oct. 23
. The Broadway season has
begun, and we. don't have to be
in New York to catch a great
play. The Mark Two Dinner
the
Theatre .
presents
Broadway smash "Fiddler on
the Roof." The classic, set in
1905, takes place in Russia and
tells a story of tradition, love
and Ch?Jlge.
This lovable story of dairy
farmer Tevye and his five

freestyle, hip-hop and more
than 30 bands playing live. So
if you're hungry and want to
add a little spice to your life,
head down to Orange Avenue
Saturday Oct. 25
It's the last hurrah of and Central. Boulevard today
Homecoming Week Yes, today between noon and 8 p.m.
our Knights take on Central Maybe you will meet a hot
Michigan in the most exciting Latino and have a date for
Friday night. 407-381-5310.
football game of the season.
It's the Homecoming football game, and everyone ~ho's Monday Oct. 27
They're not exactly my cup
anyone will be there. Plus there
is my favorite college experi- of tea, but they did spawn a
ence - the tailgate. Alurnnj_ huge following of teeny-bopper
and new students alike fill the groupies. My sister sang
fields and parking lots to throw "MMMBop" untilhervoicegave
the ultimate pre-game party. out and I got earplugs. Yes,
Grab some beers, grill some Hanson, that wonderful adoles. burgers and root for the cent trio Who brought us those
Knights down at · the Citrus meaningless
two-syllable
Bowl. The game starts at 4 p.m. lyrics, is back.
After a three-year hiatus,
and UCF students with a valid
the older and more mature
ID get ~ free.
group is touring agam and is
stopping at the House of Blues.
Sunday Oct. 26 .
You know what I lov:e most The brothers will play songs off
about dating Latin men? Their their new album, "Acoustic
amazing culture and, of course, Underneath," as well as some
the food. Today, 16 blocks of old favorites. Tickets are $20,
finding out · what
downtown Orlando will be but
taken over by a Latin invasion. "MMMBop" .means is prJceless.
The annual Festival Calle Call 407-934-2222 for tickets
Orange is the largest Latino and more information.
festival in Central Florida.
There will be an amazing
Dana Delapi can be reached at
musical line-up of ·Latin
dana@UCFnews.com
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was natural to bring the musicians
together here. "[Klein] and I met
aoout nine years ago when he
came to a concert with our mutual
friends at Rollins College," said
Yonetani. " I am so pleased to have
all of us playing togetller in the
concert."
Admission to the concert is free
with a valid student ID.
This concert also is a 'result of
the new partnership between
radio station WMFE 90. 7 and the
UCF Department of Music. The
two want to educate the communi-

,

cowboys need for Texas tea - a start us up a rodeo in Korea."
http://www.wildheartranch.com
delicious petrochemical beverJohn: "Wheeeee doggies! /armadillo
age discovered' by the Beverly Sounds good to me.!"
This game is an accurate
Hillbillies.
That's the best explanation I portrayal of how the old west
I can't say who is right in this can come up- with for the cre- really was. Nothing but you and
epic and ongoing struggle ation of the Korean American your trusty slingshot, with a
between the native robots and Cowboy Association, whose self- never-ending sack of bees to
the cowboy intruders. But I can proclaimed mission is to "pro- thwart your foes and send them
list some robot and cowboy sites mote American Country and . back to Hell. Those shifty foxes
and let you decide from there. Western Culture throughout the will think twice before messing
BRANDON HARDIN
What'$
it going to be: steers or Republic of Korea." How do they with me again. As will that
Staff Writer
gears?
do this? With rodeos, of course! hippo dressed like an old
American history is filled
And what better way to promote woman. You're probably not
''.American Country and Western supposed to shoot her, but I say
with conflicts.J The Union versus http://www.seizurerobots.com
the
Confederacy.
The
Let's start this Web link Culture" than taunting beasts of any hippo dressed like an old
Federalists versus the Anti- extravaganza off right - with burden with clowns in barrels?
woman is an affront to God and
' Federalists. The Backstreet an epileptic fit! The Japanese
must be dealt with swiftly and
Boys versus N*Sync. But none of Killer Seizure Robots are sure http://www.wearerobots.com
justly.
"I hope you hold onto your
I
these battles nave had as much to please anyone who feels their
· of an impact on daily life' as the day just isn't complete without hats and socks because I will · http://www.robotfrank.com
, constant battle between cow- losing all voluntary motor skills. knock them in a wild ride of
"My name is Frank. Yes, I
pleasure!"
says am a robot. Don't e-mail me and
boys and robots. And no, I'm not Be sure to turn your sound on viewing
talking about the 2000 presiden- when visiting this page, other- Robokopf, oue-. of six robots~ make fun "of me because' I'm a ' tial election between George W wise you will only experience whose lives are chronicled 'in a robot." Those are simple w:ords
half of the giory of this site.
series of ·Flash movies. You've from a simple robot. Or is he a
Bush and Al Gore.
probably met several of ·the man in a cardboard box? We
Since the idea of Manifest
l
Destiny spurred westward http://www.nonprofitpages.com/ robots on campus already with- may never kn,ow, but we can
out realizing it. .Take the colle- still revel in his :many advengrowth, cowboys have roamed kaca/home.htm
Paco: "Hey, I'm bored. How giate Keg-o-Matic, for example. tures, all chronicled on this
lands once populated only by
~ ; robots. This led to many dis- 'bout you, John?"
I'm pretty sure he showed up at Web site.
,John: "Me too, Paco. the last party I threw. I don't
; ,.· putes over who truly owned the
' land and its bountiful oil, which Whaddya think we oughta do?" know if my toaster will ever
Brandon Hardin can be reached at
Paco: "I reckon we need to recover from his advances.
rob,ots need for lubrication and
brandon@UCFnews.com
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BLOTCHY SKIN
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Redeem this ad to receive an additional
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407-207-QBEE

AMERICAN COLD CUTS
EGG SALAD
B.L.T.
MEATBALLS
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Dr. K's Karaoke
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instruction and tanks. Some
nights, she would study into the
playground. ·"I'm .more comfort- early morning hours, getting only
able in the water," she srud with tWo to three hours of sleep. But in
an accent that blended "surfer the end, her certifications were a
sweet reward. ·
girl" and Tennessee twang.
"It was worth every single
When Kennedy was 6 years
old, she saw her first shark on tel- penny," she said.
With such an obvious love for
evision. At that moment, she was
hooked. As a child, her favorite TV the underwater world, why didn't
·special was "Shark Week" on the Kennedy pick a major like marine
'
Discovery Channel. "My mom still biology?
"You don't get to do the diving,"
tapes 'Shark Week' episodes for
me," she said.·
she said. Kennedy admitted she
Scuba shops were a favorite doesn't want to be stuck in a lab
hangout for Kennedy, who would looking under a microscope. She
go and soak up the latest shark lit- eventually wants to use an intererature. At 15, she got a job at national business degree and pos- ·
Middle Tennessee Scuba and sibly a minor in French to get a job
Swim as a lifeguard and swim that will allow her to travel and
instructor. Kennedy pursued her scuba dive in places like Australia
·
advanced scuba certification and South Africa.
Kennedy's ultimate thrill
through Scuba and Swim's program and the rest of her certifica- would be to swim with Great
tions through a private instructor. White sharks without a cage. "I do
Obtaining her certifications understand the risks, but I apprewas not only physically demand- ciate the beauty of sharks and am
ing ,but also very expensive. willing to risk the consequences of
Kennedy paid most of the costs, swimming with sharks."
For now, she;s happy to say she
but the owners of her local
Smoothie King, who were also personally has met her favorite
scuba enthusiasts, came to her animal. ·"If I died todey, I still did
rescue, paying for her books, what I wanted to do."
FROM 84
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ty about classical music. As part of
that partnership, they have created a quarterly discussion series, '
called Masterworks, that the public can attend at 5:30 p.m. today at
the WMFE Public Broadcasting
Center, 11510 E. Colonial Drive.
Klein is the first guest for a question-and-answer session.
As the solo clarinetist and
executive director of the Slovak
State Philharmonic, Klein will
speak and answer ql,lestions on
the topic of "Classical Music in
Eastern Europe." He will also perform excerpts from his upcoming
concert at UCF.

Her ultimate thrill: Swim
with a Great White shark

WEB,LESS TRAVELED
.
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Piver seeks underwater thrills with sharks
KASEY CERASALE
Contributing Writer

r1~

While most beachgoers have
no desire to share the ocean
with sharks, Gail Kennedy, a
freshman international business major, lives for these
moments.
''I'm completely obsessed
With sharks," Kennedy said
excitedly
Numerous shark posters
decorate the walls of Kennedy's
apartment, including pictures
of Great White sharks and
Sand Tigers, her favorite. She
also has a fake shark hanging
from the ceiling and two stuffed
animal sharks lying on her bed.
"I even have shark pictures
in my bathroom," she confessed. Kennedy keeps up with
the latest on these underwater
creatures by compiling a scrapbook filled with articles, piC-tures and statistics.
But don't cue the 'd"aws"
theme music just yet.
"I hate d"aws,"' Kennedy said
firmly "It has misinformed a- lot
of people."
Although several shark ·
attacks have occurred this
swnmer in F1drida, Kennedy
said more people are killed by
deer and wild boar. ~ecent statistics have reported that dog
attacks outnumber shark
attacks.
Kennedy isn't dissuaded·by
the "killer-shark" propaganda.
Her dream since childhood has

KASEY CERASALE I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Gail Kennedy, an international business major, is a certified scuba diver and a shark
enthusiast. Last year, she swam with Sand Tiger sharks off the coast of North Carolina.

been to swim with sharks, and,
at age 17, this Tennessee native
made that dream come true.
Kennedy, a certified scuba
diver, headed to Morehead City,
N.C., with a group of 12 divers
for a four-day scuba trip, where
she had a face-to-face
enq;mnter with the kings of the
sear
.
"I had absolutely no fear of

them," she said, her eyes twin-

kling.

.

During Kennedy's first dive,
12 Sand Tigers, nicknamed
"ragged-tooth tigers," appeared
out of the blue abyss over 100
feet underwater and glided
alongside Kennedy and her fellow divert She said it was
exhilaratmg to swim with them.
"[They] were just chilling," she '

said, . laughing. Kennedy also
had the opportunity to explore
a World War II smpwreck.'
Kennedy especially remembers a scare on one of her dives.
While preparing her air tank
supply; Kenn~dy didn't realize
her lingering sinus infection
might increase. her breathing,
forcing her to use more air than
she had in her tank. While
underwater and enjoying her
diving experience, KellIJ.edy
tried to take a breath, but there
was no air left. Anxiously pointing to her pressure gauge,
Kennedy mouthed "No air!" to
' her instructor. Fbrtunately; her
scuba training included learning an emergency technique
called CESA (Controlled
Emergency Swimming Ascent),
which helped her safely reach
the surface.
"Diving can be a dangerous
sport," Kennedy admitted. "It's
so ·easy to get distracted with
the things around you."
The ocean draws Kennedy
like a magnet, so it's no surprise she chose to attend UCF,
where the beaches are a short
distance ~way Kennedy; with
her blond-streaked hair, tan
skin, white tank top and flipflops, fits in perfectly with the
F1orida crowd. No one would
guess she hails from Franklin,
Tenn., a suburb 30.miles south
of Nashville. But K;ennedy knew
one day the ocean"'. . uld be her
PLEASE SEE
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Clarinetist Julius Klein (center) will perform in a concert reh~arsal at UCF Rehearsal Hall on Sunday.

JULIETROUM
. Contributing Writer

Guitar recital with Eladio Scharron
The· UCF. Department of Music
continues its Artist Faculty Series
tonight with Eladio Scharron, assistant professor of guitar. His solo guitar recital starts at 8 p.m. in the
UCF Rehearsal Hall, and admission
is free with a valid student ID.
Scharron's performance will
contain selections from all over the
world. Some of the composers that
. will
be showcased include
Pernambuco, Villa-Lobos, Cubano,
De Falla and Rodrigo.
A highlight will be the F1orida
premiere of "Modinba (Homage to
Villa-Lobos)," written by Stella
Sung, another UCF music professor,
who Scharron describes as "one of
the best composers in our state."
Scharron completed his graduate studies in Paris under the direction of Alberto Ponce,t.]Ie finished
his doctoral studies a¥! the prestigious Eastman School of Music in

Rochester, N.Y He is currently
working on the recording of Manuel
M. Ponce's complete works for guitar.
· He's been with the UCF
Department of Music since 1998 and
has won numerous awards and
competitions in Puerto Rico, France
and the United States.
Admission to the general public
is $10 per person.

'Julius Klein and Friends' play Mozart
Mozart is coming to the UCF
Rehearsal Hall at 3 p.m. Sun9.ay.
Maybe not the man, but oortainly
his music. .
Nationally renoWn.ed clarinet
player Julius Klein will join UCF
violinist Ayako Yonetani and clarinetist Keith Koons to play Mozart's
music. Also scheduled to appear are
Klein's daughter and violinist,
Vierka Kleinova, and pianist Yun
Ling Hsu.
Kleinova is a UCF alumna and
former studenl of Yonetani's s ~t
'
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Haynes remains questionable for Homecoming
week."
The Chippewas have only
[UCF's team] will play more of made one prior voyage to Florida.
the game it wants to with a mix of CMU was manhandled by · the
the pass and run."
Florida Gators 82-6 back in 1997.
"Schneider· is a big veteran
The Chippewas have a deflatquarterback with a good arm. ed run defense that has dealt
He's very accurate."
poorly with the loss of three
Until Schneider's return, the starters from 2002. The line has
Knights had only scored 19 points only two seniors and has been
in two games. behind junior back- picked apart by strong running
up Jon Rivera.
games all season. Last week
Schneider's return will allow CMU gave up 422 rushing yards
head coach Mike Kruczek to to Toledo. While UCF doesn't
return to the playbook that he have the running prowess of the
has been so successful with. Rockets, the Knights should be
However, CMU won't have that able to break off enough running
luxury.
plays to buy Schneider some
Starting quarterback Derrick more time in the pocket.
Vickers was yanked at halftime
"UCF was without its starting
last week against the Rockets quarterback for a couple or'
and was replaced by Grant games and it was not able to play
Arnoldink. Vickers, a senior from the game it wanted," DeBorg
Miami, threw just two complete said. "Schneider is back now and
passes in the entire first half, UCF should be able to throw it.
while Arnoldink was 9-of-20 in When Schneider was out, UCF
the second half.
did run the ball effectively and
The Chippewas won't know has the potential for a ·good mix·who their signal caller will be ture."
until Saturday morning. Ohio
The Knights, however, are
University used the same strate- having the same problem as the
gy to fool the Knights, but this Chippewas except at the running
:ij'.loves is more of desperation back position. Jeff Perry was
than strategy.
CMU's starter in the beginning of
''We'll make a -decision based the season, but he is out for the
on how the quarterbacks perform season due to a leg injury. Now
in practice," DeBord said. "Kent the Knights find themselves havSmith will also be in the mix this ing to make a decision about
FROM
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Central Michigan quarterback Derrick Vickers was benched in the
se~ond half against Toledo and might not start atthe Citrus Bowl.

81

backups due to a groin strain
junior tailback Alex Haynes suffered against Akron last week.
Redshirt freshman Dontavius
Wilcox filled in for Haynes late in
the game and showed no concern for his lack of experience.
Wilcox carried the ball six times
for 43 yards, and 'scored his second career touchdown.
CMU might have a hole at the
quarterback position, but. the
running back position has no
questions around it at all. Senior
running bacJ<_ Terrence Jackson
has stepped up as a playmaker
this season, rushing for 559
yards on 137 carries, which is
good enough to make hiril seventh in the MAC. Last season,
Jackson carried the ball 103
times for only 399 yards.
J:X4spite his numbers, Jackson
will need whoever wins the starting quarterback role for this
weekend to step up as well.
UCF's defense showed a new
side against Akron late in
Saturday's game. If that defense
can build some sort of momentum despite the loss, the CMU's
running game will be squashed.
"UCF has two big lineman on
defense in (Frisner) Nelson and
(Larry) Brown who are difficult
to block for anyone," DeBorg·
said. "Its secondary is experienced, too."

.~------~---------~--,----
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. Volleyball
sweeps undefeated Owls
.
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: "They are south region opponents," Colado said.
"We are ranked tenth in the region right now; and
.~ant to continue to be in the top ten so that is why we
p~ay games like this."
• UCF returns to the Dungeon on Halloween to take
o~ Georgia State (22-5, 5-0) at 7 p.m.

FADES, FLATTOPS, & REGULAR HAIRCUTS
BEST PRICES IN THE AREA!

M-F 9-5:30 I SAT 9-4:30 I SUN CLOSED

f $1-~oo-~

407-681-6715

.:_________
OFF ..

10038 UNIVERSITY BLVD., ORLANDO

S~outing Coastal Carolina and Charl'eston Southern

16).

·and Race· Book

LOOKING FOR ACTION?
LIVE JAi-ALAi!
1

NOW THROUGH MARCH MATINEES - THURS, SAT & SUN
EVENINGS - THURS, FRI & SAT

* College Students Always Free
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Charleston Southern picked up a victory over ins~ate rival South Carolina State (30-21, 28-30, 30-21,
30-12) on Tuesday night. CSU struggied throughout
the match before taking control in game four.
The Buccaneers have a huge right side in Becky
Miller knocking down 259 kills along with outside hitter Allyn Beam who has contributed 250 kills. Setter
Katie O'Riordan sets up the CSU table averaging
10.38 assists per game while outside hitter Tori
Owens anchors the backline leading the Bucs in digs.
. Last year UC;F dominated Charleston Southern
(3,0-17, 30-20, 30-15) at the UCF Fall Invitational.

(With ValidI.D.)

This Ad Good
For 1 Free Program
(Any Performance)
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Middle blocker Amanda Stoutdesjyk had 12 kills in UCF's 3-0 sweep over the Florida Atlantic Owls Tuesday.

At all UCF .home games, 3.students are picked
during 1st quarter break, at random, to kick a
fieldgoal. Everyon~ who makes the kick co~es back
to the last game to compete to win Bucs tjckets!
(All participants win a

•
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. Coastal Carolina (12-9, 4-2) and Charleston
Southern (14-10, 2-4) are both members of the Big
SOuth ConfereIJ.Ce. UCF holds an all-time mark of 8-0
combined against both squads.
• Coastal Carolina dropped the first of a three.,, match home stand Monday night against College of
dharleston (30-23, 30-26, 17-30, 22-30, 14-16). After
winning the first two games, the Chants had a match
point, but were unable to capitalize.
CCU is paced by outside hitters Katherine Jenson
and Sarah Bennent with over 200 kills this season.
Jenson also leads the Chants with 281 dig-s. Setter ·
Jennifer Hampton has distributed 746 assists averaging 10.36 per game, and is second on the team with
2~0 digs.
The last time these two schools met was in 1999
when the Knights swept the Chants (15-5, 15-9, 18-

'
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Redshirt freshman Dontavius Wilcox will have to step up for UCF if
Alex Haynes is sidelined by a groin injury suffered at Akron .

Powerade
q2 oz

p~epack.)

MAC PREVIEW

UCF Athletics....RIGHT HERE. RIGHT NOW.

Northern JIUnois (7-0) vs. Bowling Green (6-1)
The Mid-American Conference has this week's
prenJier matchup in college football
A year ago, Northern Illinois handed Bowling
Green its first loss of the season. On Saturday the
Falcons look to return the favor in a Top 25 show·
down, the MAC's first in 20 years.
The game has attracted national attention as
ESPN's College Gameday will air live from the
campus of Bowling Green State University's Doyt
Stadium from 10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. prior to the 4
p.m. kickoff, which will be televised on ESPN 2.
The MAC's last Top 25 conference battle took
place the week of Nov. 5, 1973, when 17th-ranked
Miami (OH) played 19th-ranked Kent State.
Last season, an 8-0 and 16th-ranked Bowling
Green went to Northern Illinois and were held 30
points below its scoring average, walking away
with a 26-17 loss.
Twelfth-ranked Northern Illinois, which has
received most of the headlines in the MAC based
on wins over Maryland, Alabama and Iowa State,
is one of the nation's five major-college programs
yet to taste defeat.
Ranked 23 in the AP poll, Bowling Green (6-1),
which cracked into the Top 25 after a 33-20 victory against Eastern Michig'an last weekend, has
boasted an impressive win of their own, a 27-26
season-0pening victory over Purdue, which has
not lost since and climbed up to the top 10 in the
coaches' poll The Falcons also fought defending
champions Ohio State to the end, falling 24-17.
Saturday's contest is the beginning to a wild
and exciting stretch that features matchups
between three teams atop the MAC West division
and could go a long way toward deciding the west
representative in the MAC title game.
Quarterback Josh Harris, who has passed for
1,847 yards and 10 touchdowns, leads the
Falcons, which has reeled three straight wins
since the setback against the Buckeyes. P.J. Pope
has a strong ground game with 617 yards and
seven touchdowns.
The Huskies (7-0) set a school record with its
seventh straight win last week. a 37-10 rout of
Western Michig'an behind Turner, who carried the
ball 35 times for 173 yards and a touchdown.
PREDICTION: Northern Illinois 25, Bowling
Green 21.

Akron (5-3) vs. Connecticut (5-3)
SERIES: UConn holds a 1-0 lead.
LAST MEETING: UConn defeated Akron 38-~5
in2000.
MATCffiJP: Akron turned three UCF
turnovers into touchdowns in a 38-24 win. Charlie
Frye leads the MAC in passing, throwing for 2,423
yards and 15 touchdowns to lead Akron, which
has won five of its last six g'ames but embarks on
a three-game road swing. Chris Bellamy, who ran
for a game-high 212 yards in last week;'s overtime
victory against Kent State, leads the way for
UConn, which is 8th in total offense (478.5)
nationally.
PREDICTION: Connecticut 34, Akron 25.

Ohio (2-5) vs. Buffalo (0-8)
LAST MEETING: Ohio kicked a game winning
field goal for a 34-32 win over Buffalo last year.
MATCHUP: Ohio shut out the Knights, while
Tavares Capers's punt return doomed Buffalo.
Ohio, who is coming off a 35-14 loss to Kentucky,
has dropped 11 of its last 13 games on the road.
Buffalo, who owns the nation's longest current
losing streak at 18, attempted to dethrone defending East Division Cham.pion Marshall but fell
short last weekend. If the Bulls can't win this one,
they'll likely end the season with a donut.
PREDICTION: Buffalo 19, Ohio 17.

SUPPORT YOUR
KNIGHTS!
www.ucfathletics.com

East:
Miami(OH)

Marshall
Akron
Kent State
Ohio
Central Rorida
Buffalo

3
2
3
2
1
1

0

0
1
2
2
2
3
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6
4
5
3
2
2
0

1
3
3
5
5
5
8

Happy Homecoming from your Sports Marketing Department!
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Saturday, October _
2 5th
.
Men's Soccer v. Lipscomb at 1 p.m. at the UCF Soccer Field
(beside the UCF ArenaJ. FREE admission for students with a valid

West:
Northern fflinois
Bowling Green
Toledo
Safi State

3
3
3
2
Western Michigan 2
Central Michigan 0
Eastern Michigan 0

0

s

1
2
4
4

4
3
l
1

•
•

Thursday, October 23rd
Men's Soccer v. Belmont at 7 p.m. at the UCF Soccer
Field (beside the UCF Arena). FREE admission for students with
a valid UCF r.o. All other farts pay $4 for adult and $2 for kids
up to age 17.

•
•

UCF l.D. All other fans pay $4 for adult and $2 for kids up to age

17.

Saturday, October 25th
Footbafl v. Central Michigan at 4 p.m. at the Citrus Bowl.

Toledo (5-2) vs. Ball State (4-4)

FREE admission for students with a valid UCF LO. All other

SERIES: Toledo leads 14-13-1.

LAST MEETING: Toledo has won four of the last
five, including a 37-17 win last year.
MATCHUP: Toledo is one of three teams atop
the MAC west Division. Junior wide receiver Lance
Moore, who caught 13 passes for 105 yards in a win
over Central Michigan last weekend, leads the
nation with 60 receptions in 7 games. Despite a 493 rout against scorching hot Miami of Ohio, Ball
State is still in the hunt for a MAC title.
PREDICTION: 'Ibledo 31, Ball State 26.

Miami of Ohio (6-1) vs. Kent State (3-5)
SERIES: Miami leads 40-10.
LAST MEETING: Miami of Ohio has won 9 of
last 10 against Kent State, including a 27-20 victory
last year.
MATCHUP: Miami's defense, which has allowed
just six points the last two games, leads the MAC in
both total defense and rushing defense. Ben
Rothlisberger continues his assault on the MAC
record books, passing for 247 yards in last week's
win and moving into sixth all-time in career passing
yards. Kent State has not won a ball game since its
defeat of UCF, where Ryan Schneider was injured.
PREDICTION: Miami of Ohio 35, Kent State 17.

fans call 407-UCF-GOLD for tickets.

•

Sunday, October 26th
Women's Soccer v. Colorado College at 7 p.m. at the
UCF Soccer Field (beside the UCF Arena). FREE admission for
students with a valid UCF LD. All other fans pay $4 for adult and
$2 for kids up to age 17.

-

· UCF Students... remember to swipe your valid UCF l.D.
card when you come to sporting events and after you
attend 15, you'll be registered to win a trip to the
hottest music awards show in Las Vegas! Log
onto www.ucfathfetics.com for a complete fisting of
contest rules. and more information!

. GO KNIGHTS!
...

Marshall (4-3) vs. Western Michjgan (3-4)
SERIES: Western Michigan leads 22-10.
LAST MEETING: Marshall has won 3 of the last
4 against Western Michigan, including a 19-14 win
in2000.
MATCHUP: Marshall, which has turned the ball
over 21 times and forced only nine, will look to put
together three consecutive wins for the first time
this season. Josh Davis and Darius Watts might be
the nation's best combo at the receiver position to
lead Marshall Sophomore Greg Jennings has nine
touchdown receptions to lead Western Michigan.
The Broncos boast a home mark of 12-3 against the
Thundering Herd.
PREDICTION: Marshall 28, Western Michigan
23.

"

Last week: 6-1 (3-4 against spread).
Season: 25-11 (31-15 against spread).
- FRITZ LORISTON

Men's soccer, volleyball undefeated in A~Sun .
FRo~· BJ

"I think it's going very, very well," senior Rhett
Rosen said of the season. 'We only lost one guy
this year and we.have one new recruit who definitely filled the spot. From what I've seen this is
probably the best team we've ever had in school
history."
Ener Gursoy and Antonio Sierra have also
looked sharp, turning in great singles performances at the UM .Fall Classic and the South
Florida Invitational.
"Everybody started working their asses off
from the first day of practice," Rosen· said.
"Usually it takes a few tournaments to get into
things, but this year, as soon as we start~d. we
were all ready to go. We were really pumped up
and that's whywe did so well at our first tournament."
Whether they're winning or losing, there is
always room for improvement.
"The more matches we play, obviously the better," Rosen said. 'We'll be more ready when the
season comes, because we have a few matches

Each Thursday, Sport aubs covers teams
not recognized as official athletic sports.

Women's rugby

t

The UCF Women's Rugby
Club brought home a winning
record from the Gator Invite iii.
Gainesville this past weekend.
The Knights lost their first
game 22-0 to the UF Collegiate
Club. However, in UCF's second
gmrre, the women rebounded to
defeat LSU 40-0.
The women continued their
winning ways in the third game

per week during the season. As long as our fitness
is up and no one's injured, we'll do really well this
year."

Volleyball
The women's volleyball team
has been a destructive force in
the A-Sun conference this sea'~liC:1 son, as they look to defend their
two straight conference champioµships and make it back to the
NCAA tournament.
The season has been highlight~ by the outstanding play of a number of individuals on the
team, including Emily Watts, 'Ibnya Jarvis and
Jenny Frank.
The Knights have established a commanding
14-4 overall record and remain unbeaten in the ASun at 5-0. UCF was also the proud owner of an
11-gam.e winning streak that was snapped by the
Florida State Seminoles.
The Knights have seven more games remaining on their schedule, including four conference
matchups.

of the day, defeating the
Gainesville Women's Club 17-0.
Sunday morning the squad
lost 5-0 to Palmetto, a select
side-team from Georgia. In the
last game of the weekend for the
women, to determine the 3rd
and 4th-place finish at the tournament of 11, UCF shut out USF
27-0.
Honor;able performances go
to Jessie Taylor and Jackie
Martinez, both scoring their
first trys for UCF. Overall the
UCF team did well, bringing
home a tournament record of 32 and a 3rd place ranking at this
year's Gator Invite.

Roller hockey
Both UCF-A and UCF-B
begin the season with 3-1
records after last weekend's
games in Savannah, Ga. UCFA, r11nked third nationally, easily dt:1teated Georgia Tech 10-1,
Ji'

.

Embry-Riddle 13-1 and FloridaB 14-2. The only loss of the
weekend came against seventhranked University of Florida 52.
The Knights' high-powered
offense wasn't enough against
the six penalties that plagued
them from the second period on.
Despite spending nearly a
whole period on the penalty kill,
the Knights outshot the g-ators
29-15 in a hard fought effort. .
These two nationally ranked
teams will face off again on Nov.
22 at Deerfield Beach, Fla.
UCF-B defeated EmbryRiddle 11-3, Georgia State 12-0
and UF-B 6-4. Their one defeat
came ag-ainst Georgia 5-4.
Georgia had three powerplay
goals to come from behind to
win. Ag-ain.st UF-B, both Erik
Good and Colby Harkrader
·scored sh~rthanded goals to
give the :KJllghts the victo.ry.

Sat·. Oct. 25th ·
4 p.m.
Citrus Bowl

Free with your Student ID!
Free buses for UCF Students!
E-mail gert@mail.ucf.edu
to reserve your seat.

..

CLASSIFICATIONS
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300
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Help Wanted: General
Help Wanted: Sales/Marketing
HelpWanted:Part·lime
Help Wanted: Full·lime
For Rent Homes
For Rent Apartments
Roommates
Sublease
For Sale: General
For Sale: Automotive
For Sale: Homes

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.qom
In Person: University Court, Suite 115

5 p,m. Fri. for Mon. Issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. Issne

400 Servia!S
450 Retail

500 Events:Campus
525 Events: Greek life
550 Events:Off.<ampus
600 Travel
700 Worship

800 Misa!llaneous
900 Wanted
999 Lost &found

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS
3361 Rouse Road., #115
Orlando, FL 32817

Mom's Helper/Nanny Needed in Sanford
For 18 mo. old twins and newborn, 30-40 ·
hrs./wk, M·F, flexible schedule. $6.50/hr.
Contact .Karen 407-330·2796.

Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potential. Looking for
exciting and outgoing people.
Training provided. No exp. _n eeded.
Call 1-800-965·6520 ext 107.

Need Pre-K & Assist.
Teacher with experience,
UCF.area. 407-340-4221.

Dream Job: Student Travel Industry.
Earn Cash now and spend your
summer's staffing in Cancun! Call
727-204-1694 or 866-igoyata.

$.Make up to $2,500 weekly $
Now hiring home workers. Many honest
companies need you now. For
information send $4 and a selfaddressed stamped envelope to: Longo
Financial
204 Center Church Rd.
McMurray, PA 15317

Cruise Line Now Hiring for UCF
area office Cruise /Reservation Sales
Position. Self starter, driven and
aggressive. Earn $$$ commission.
FT/PT web graphic designer. Email
travelresume@mail.com or
Fax 321- 784- 5658.

Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chik-Fil-A

LIKE TO DRINK BEER
and make money?
Visit www.BeerShot.com/affiliates.
FLORIDA'S OPPORTUNITIES
Earn Income marketing our loyalty
Program 2 local
merchants/consumers
See our onliine text ad at:
www.consumermall.net/florlda.html
Imagine getting paid every time the
phone rings or somebody logs onto the
internet. We're looking for motivated
people to launch our service.
407-366-2309 or 877-828-0146.

Minimum comp. for healthy N/S females
19-32, info is confedential.
Email: il')fo@openarmsconsultants.com.
website: www.openarmsconsultants.corn
941-377-3978

MAINTENANCE HELPER
Basic facilities/equip. maintenance. If you
have basic elec. and plumbing skills, this
could be your job. M-F 8:00 - 4:30 w/
occasional QT. $1 O/hr w/ full benefits.
Avail. immediately. Call LightPath
Technologies 407-382-4003 or Fax: 407382-4007. Located in Research Park.
EOE/DFWP

Computer Whiz

FREE· RENT
1 & 2 bedroom
Floor Plans
We Take Co-Signers!

$250 a day potential

No Al(on Lady where you live or
work? Great opportunity for you!
Call Joy at 407-654-9756 or go to
www.avonbeautyadvlsor.com.

WANTED:

Students To Take ·
Online Surveys For Money
Get Paid for Your Opinion

Work fro·m Home I Be Your Own Boss
Get Paid to Take Online Surveys $10 to $125
Get Paid To Participate in Focus Groups $25 to $250
All You Need is aComputer l an Intemet Connection

For More Info, Please Visit:

www.SurveysForStudents.com

STIJDE!l7f

$1/Wk

woo.
$10/wk
$9/wk
$&'wk
$1.lwk

$1/wk

$1/Wk

$1/wk

HELP WANfED

$15/wk
$14/wk
$13/wk

Large Headline:

Lease Ends May 5, 2004

Drowning In Debt?

M/F for 4/2 at Pegasus Pointe. Fully furn.
Everything incl.!!!!! 3rd floor/high ceilings.
Avail. ASAP. $455/mo. or neg. Call
321.:508-3520 or 321-453-4920.

Local nonprofit agency can help stop
collection calls, lower interest rates,
reduce mo·nthly payments by up to 50%,
consolidate debts into one payment.
FREE, CONFIDENTIAL, NONJUDGEMENTAL counseling. In person
or by telephone. Hablamos Espanol.
407-599-0057 ext.203

1 F for 2r2 at Pegasus Landing.
Furn, $545/mo incl util, cable 3 HBOs,
. big TV, local phone & VM, hi-speed intnt,
FS, W/D $175 fee DEC or earlier
Contact Emily 407-758-9997.
F needed for a 1/1 in a 4/2 at Northgate
Lakes Apt. $399/mo.incl. all util.
Furnished, W/D, internet, cable. Great
Roommates! Avail. Dec. 15.
Call Natalie at 904·699-2749.
Room for Rent in 3/3 at Peg. Landing
$475/mo. Avail. Dec.-Jul. 31st.
Everything Included!! Move-in as early as
Dec. 11th, I will pay Dec. rent! No movein fee! Call Sarah 407-362-2461.
M/F for a 1/1 in a 2/2 apt. at Pegai;us
Pointe. All util. incl. Internet. Cable. Furn.
W/D. Alarm system. No move-in fees.
$505/mo. nictta@hotmail.com.
407-926-4696.

~FOR SALE:
[~General

Valet parking attendants needed for the
Orlando/Winter Park area. Great pay.
Immediate openings available.
407-971-9131.

175
Personal Assistant Needed
for downtown gym. Seeking ethical and
hardworking indiv. to work directly under
owner. M-F 1-8 p.m. Avail. immediately!
$8-9/hr. Call 407-617·0495.
Administrative front desk assistant
needed in LBV apartment complex.
Good benefits & 401 K. Must be n/s,
bright, good w/ people. Educ. a plus. Fax
resume w/ pay request to 407-658·6103.
Great opportunity with a local moving
company looking for customer service
representative. Wages commensurate
with experience. Fax resume ASAP to
407-852-1133 or call 407-852-1777.

Bed ,- Brand new double-sided plush
queen pillow-top set, with '!"arranty, can
deliver, $250. 407·383-0585.
Gas dryer for sale. Like new.
$100/obo. Call 407-359-6919.

1996 Nissan Maxima GXE
$6,500, 87,000 mi. Enkei rims, Hi-Fi
audio system, tints, spoiler, plus more.·
Call 407-625-0006.

Phone Sales.
M - F 5:30 -10:30 p.m. (25 hrs.) Easily
make $6-11 /hr plus bonuses. Very
relaxed environment. Call for interview or
leave msg. 407-677-4560.
Need extra cash?
$500 - $1500 PIT.
Free information.
www.everything2galn.com

BEDROOM SET • 6 pieces, new in
boxes, $450. 407-275-0612.

DINING ROOM SET - Comlete with
table, chairs, lit hutch & buffet, brand
new, $995. 407-275-0935.

Females who smoke socially needed for
confidential phone interview. Selected
callers earn $40. Leave name and
number, your call will be returned.
1-888-355-0322 Toll Free

Room avail. for female in Northgate
Lakes, across from UCF. Fully furnished
4br/4ba, all util. and ethernet incl.
$470/lno plus move-in fees. Avail. Now
to 8/04. Call Kristina@ 941-685-3457.

I Highpoint Club 10. min. from UCF.
F roommate only, big room, walk-in
closet, and own bath. W/D, $450/mo. util.I
incl., avail. Jan. Call (772) 528-3794
or email: Qutie8503@aol.com.
Minutes from UCF. Madison Pk.
subdivision off of McCulougl:l. Great
4/2.5 house. Lg. screen TV. Fam/Liv
room. Eat in kitchen. W/D. Roadrunner.
$425/mo. + util. Call 407·971-2428.
Looking for M/F to live in a 3/2 house w/
a professional F. 5 miles from UCF.
$400/mo. incl. everything. Internet incl.
Large yard. W/D. 407-834-4000.
2 M/F wanted for furnished BDRM in new
·3 bdrm home on lake, gated co.mm, 6
mins from UCF, $475/mo incl. util, n/s,
no pets, sec sys, pool & tennis. Call
407-482-3202 or 239·461-5101 or
239-633-9400.

$6/wk
$5/wk
$4/wk
$1/wk

..

Charges listed above include an ad of up to five lines, 35
characters per line. $1/wk for.each additional line.

Buy, sell, trade. Anything and
everything. Limited offer. Sell
anything for free. Ads are placed for
full month. Save yourself some
money at XYZTrader.com.
It's free) it's easy.

Security person. FT & PT. LBV area. 1st
and 2nd = $9, $9.50 after 90 days, 3rd =
$10, $10.50 after 90 days. Benefits,
school & lie. cost reimburse. Fax
response to 407-658-6103.

..

.

2 Issues (1 week):
8 Issues (4 weeks):
24 Issues (12 weeks):
Bolding:

Bed - Full size mattress set, new, w/war·
ranty, $85. 407-275-0935.

Bartending Training Provided.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 602

HIP HOP DANCERS &
CHEERLEADING INSTRUCTORS
WANTED! 4 yrs exp req. Must be
dedicated, dependable, & have flexible
schedule. Email resume:
Director@FloridaCheerleading.com.

Spacious fully furn. 1 BR in Oviedo,
Queen w/ desk, book shelves,
dresser, walk-in closet. LR/kitchenette w/
refrig, toaster oven, electric cpffee pot,
MW, dining area, couch, recliner, &
2nd walk-in closet. Large bath with linen
closet. New carpet &: hardwood. -Rent
incl. water, trash, & electric. Prefer NS,
no pets, no children. $650/month + sec.
dep. & 6 mo. min. lease. Call Linda
407-366-2650.

1 bedroom/ 1 bath apt. at Jefferson Lofts.
Available ASAP. $900/mo. incl.
everything. W/D. Completely furnished.
Covered parking spot.
Call 813·786·9252.

FT or PT landscape maintenance.
Will train. Hard working and dependable.
Valid DL. Transportation helpful bu1 not
nee. Up to $10/hr. based on exp.
Call 321-228-2292.

Valet Parking - Positions starting at
$9 - $12/hr are available for friendly,
outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT
AM/PM positions available at upscale
hotels in the Downtown Orlando and
Disney areas. Call 407-841-7275
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voicemail.

Roommate Wanted.
412 fully furnished with all utilities. Great
ammenities. ~445/mo. Call 407-926-4850.

in luxury, gated community - 1 mile
from UCF. $970/mo. 1st month
free. Peace and quiet for the
discerning collegiate.
(407) 366-7988.

Local Volleyball Club
seeking volleyball coaches.
Please call 321-438-5985.

Wanted as partner for PDA project.
Will be working with Palm OS.
Programming exp. a plus. Terms
negotiable. Call Kevin 407-264-068 1.

Room for rent in 2bd/2ba apt. at Pegasus
Landing, fully furn ished, all util. incl.,
ethernet, cable, 3 HBOs, W/D, etc. Call
407-362-2918. Avail. ASAP.'

Brand New 2 bd/2ba apartment

BEAUTY PAGEANT
Need girls 16-25 to part. No hgt, wgt, or
performing talent. All contestants receive
hair. make-up and modeling instr.
Numerous prizes will be awarded.
Marylou· 407-275·0513.

AD RATES

PAYMENT METHODS
Cash, Check,
Mastercard, VISA, AMEX

(407) 447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnews.com

Egg Donors Needed $3,000

Get Paid for Your Opinions!
Earn $15 - $125 and more per survey!
www.paidonlineopinions.com.

·

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

1992 Buick Lesabre in perfect condition,
A/C, power everything, fully loaded, only
66k miles. $3500, make offer, we need to
sell! 407-234-7283.
!! DO NOT PAY DEALER RATES !!
Attention all UCF Acura, Honda, Import
and domestic owners! Need quality· auto
repair/maintenance,'etc? Don't delay,
call THE AUTO GENERAL
407-399-7514. ASE certified* and beats
most independent shop rates!
2001 Lexus IS300. Black int/ext. 37,000
miles. automatic or manual option, mint
condition. 1 month new low profile tires
paid 1 grand. MUST SELL in 1 month!!!
Asking $24,000 or best offer.
Call Melissa @407·529-7113.

[[DID SERVICES
Native Polish speaker offers tutoring in
Polish or Russian . Beginners to
Advanced.
Call Beata (407) 292 1357
All our classifieds also viewable
online at www.UCFnews.com!

Roommates needed for 4/3 house with
pool. $450-$500/mnth. Fully furn. Incl. all
util. Call Laura at 561·628·6940.

Book 11 people, get 12th trip free.
Visit the official website for spring
break '04 .. The best deals to the
hottest destinations. Group
discounts for 6+.
www.springbreakdiscounts.com or
800-838-8202.
Stuck on a tough term paper?
ThePaperExperts.com can help! Expe!'I
writers will help you with editing, writing,
.graduate school applications. We'll help
on any subject - visit us 24f7 at
. ThePaperExperts.com

~

NEED A LAWYER?
CALL A-A-A Attorney Referral Service
24/Hrs·7/Days for Criminal Defense, DUI ,
Personal Injury, Wrongful Death,
Workers Comp., Divorce/Marital Law,
Corporate, Immigration,
Bankruptcy/Foreclosure, Wills/Probate,
All Civil & Criminal Matters.
1-800-733-5342.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-'·:

ACADEMIC TUTORING

In Math, Chem, Statistics, SAT, FCAT,
GAE, etc. In home services avail. Call
Dr. Greer @ 407-366-2650 or e-mail
lbgtutor@yahoo.com.

CLASS ACTION LAWSUIT?
Are you a disabled UCF student past
or present? Has the university or
i~structors failed to provide you with
proper accommodations? Please
contact UCFISWRONG@aol.com
Discretion 100% assured.

~·

1

$11 .95 A MONTH DENTAL PLAN
rallena17@901.com on 407-997-3853. ·
Daniel's Tutoring Service
Tutors available in all math classes of
K-12 & college level. Incl. algebra, trig,
stats, calc. all test prep & entrance
exams. In home avail. 407-427-0067.

5 SALES PEOPLE NEEDED to sell
roses in nightclubs: 8 Secs., Cowboys, &
Townpump Saloon. Commission & tips
aver. $10·25/hr. Thurs, Fri & Sat, 10p.m. 2 a.m. Must be outgoing, have h great ..
smile, and energetic! Roses by Renee
407-681-3612 or 407-701 -7432.
THRIFT S~OP: used items; great for
dorm rooms! Furn., collectables, and
many more unique/ unusual items. A little
bit of everything! 1486 Semoran Blvd.
H9well Branch + 436. 407-679-7884.

KAPPA SOCCER
Huge blowout sale.
50-75% off cleats and apparel. ·
10% off non-closeout items w/ad.
WWW.GOKAPPA.com, 407-239-7636

fl

Free Falun Gong Classes at UCF.
Five gentle and easy to learn exercises.
Relieve stress, improve health, and
elevate mind. 8 a.m. every day on grass
near reflecting pond. Call 407-415-8384
or visit www.falunorlando.org.
AA Meetings
Tuesdays, 6:30 pm
Campus Wellness Center
Avail. for students, staff and faculty.

,

NS F/M wanted in a new house in a nice,
quiet UCF area. $450/mo., incl util., W/D,
Internet. high-speed, and cable.
Call 407-249-2059 after 7 pm. · -

\

Do you like...,
• A work location near UCF?
•A casual work environment?
• Flexible hours?
•Great pay?

Then Trader Publishing
is for you!
Now hiring agents to set
photographer appointments

Earning Potential up to $20/hr. +

Call (407) 896-0124 ext. 2961
or apply at 615A Herndon Ave~rQrlando, FL 32803.

UCF area, 3 & 4 bedroom homes for
rent. $895 to $1295. Call
407-629-6330 or www.ORLrent.com
to view our rentals. RE/MAX 200
Realty.

Female roommates wanted to share cute
furnished 4/2 house, Living room/den,
kitchen, laundry room, security system.
$295/mo. + utilities. 407-319-3751 .

1 room avall. In 312 house behind
UCF. 10 min from UCF. M/F.
$475/mth. All utll. Incl. plus cable
modem. Call Lee 772-528-6347.

Roommate Needed!
University & 436 area.
$300/month + 1/2 Utilities.
Student preferred.
321-277-9337.

Waterford Lakes - **NEW** townhouse,
GREAT location, 3/2.5 w/ loft, garage,
security system, and gated community
w/ pool. 1872 sq. ft. $1185/mo.
7'.70-329-2584.

F Student Seeks F/M for 3/2
newer house 10 min. from UCF. Close
to Waterford, free roadrunner,
$365/mo. + 113 util. 3 mo. lease or 1
mo. free w/6 mo. lease.
Call 772-215-6871.
2bd/2ba Condos within walking distance
to UCF. 1st and 2nd floor avail.
Basketball, volleyball, tennis and pool.
Quiet complex starting at $775/mo.
Call or email Cindy at L.A. Real Estate.
407-679·2600 or
cindyhinkley@earthlink.net.

Awesome Brand New Home
3 great rooms avail. Jan., near UCF.
community pool, clubhouse, tennis, lake.
$500/mo., yearly lease.
Call Sherry I Todd @ 954-753-2247.
Waterford Lakes- Brand New Super Nice
4bd/2-1 /2 ba, 2-story, 2 car gar, lg bds,
all appliances. Many upgrades, ceiling
fans,& conservation lot.
$1490. Awesome!!! 407-833-0063.
Rent out your home or apartment by
placing an ad In the Central Florida
Future. Callf'F at 407·447·4555 today!
All classifi~ ads are also viewable
onllne at www.UCFnews.com '

Roommate needed. Renting out master
bedroom w/ own bath. $480/mo. incl.
W/D, water, electricity & cable. N/S. Must
love pets! Needed ASAP. 407-694· 1489
or suchadud3@hotmail.com.
UCFArea:
Home in a quiet neighborhooa, 1 mile
from U,CF. $425 includes utilities.
W/D, DSL. 407-366-9391(H)
407-823-0214(W) 407-400-01 OO(B)

,,

2 F N/S rooms in U.House for
Spring/Summer 04'. $451 w/priv. bath
and $428. Incl. util., cable, 3 HBO's, and
ethernet. Move-in after fall classes.
Amanda 407-381·5587 leave message.
1 bed/1 bath in 3/3 2 story apt.
@Jefferson Lofts. Brand Newl
Cable w/ 8 HBOs. W/D, walk-in closet.
$200 dep. $586/month.
Call 561-252-5660 or 407-362-3032.
1b/1b in 4b/4b in Village at Science Drive
Apartment for Sublease ASAP!
Furnished and includes utilities.
October's rent is free!
Call 407•739-2182.
1b/1 b in a 4b/4b at Northgate. Lake view
on 3rd/top floor. Furni~ed, ethernet, all
utilities for $455/mo. Available Mid December. Call Audrey 407·977-1349.

I

www. cfnews.com/scholarsttj,ps

Fraternities-Sororities
Clubs-Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester
with a proven CampusFundralser 3
hr. fundralslng event. Our free
programs make fundraislng easy w/
no risks. Fundraislng dates are filling
quickly, so get w/ the program! It
works. Contact CampusFundraiser@
(888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

Have any extra food or clothing laying
around? Why not donate it? Email:
ucfhighrolters@yahoo.com for locations
to drop-off or to sched. a pickup!
SPIRITUALITY 101
Final Exam $25,000
Open Book ·Contest on Papers 141 • 187
of The Urantia Book. For details please
visit www.eventodaward.com.

Best in Jamaica! Hottest Destinations!
Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas, Florida.
Campus Reps Wanted! ·
Call 1-800·733-6347
www.beachlifevacations.com

ii

SPRING BREAK 2004. Travel w/ STS,
America's #1 Student Tour Operator
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas,
FL. Hiring campus reps. Call for discount .
1-800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.
Honeymoon Specialrsts • Local Travel
Agency with 15 years experience in
Honeymoon planning. Great deals
and Ideas for every budget.
Call 407-679-6655.
Spring Break '04 with StudeniCity.com
and Maxim Magazine. Get hooked up
with free trips, cash, and VIP status as a
campus rep. Choose from 15 of the
hottest destina)ions. Book early for free
meals, free drinks and 150% lowest price
guarantee. To reserve online or view our
photo gallery, visit www.studentcity.com
or call 1-888-Spring Break.

BAHAMA
SPRING BREAK
$-f8988 t 5 DavsJ 4 Nillhts

523988 j 1 08Ys/ 6 Nights
Prices include:

Round-trip luxury cruise with food. Accommodations
on 1he island at one al ten resorts (your choice).
llJJP818Chla Travel

1-800-861-5018

www.Bahamasun.com
We'll beat anv Package Price!
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CITADEL OF LIFE CATHEDRAL
Pastor: Bishop Larry & Toni Chester
Located at: Holiday Inn Select - UCF
Sunday Worship Service @11 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study@ 7 p.m.
www.bishoplc.com
"IT'S NOT CHURCH AS USUAL"
Episcopal Young Adult Ministry
St. Matthews on Dean Rd.
Young Adult Group Thurs. 7:30 p.m.
Dave Moye 407-341-5356 or
407-657·9199.
New Covenant on Tuskawilla Rd.
Sheryl Shaw 407-699-0202

Happy Birthday Dr. Debby Mltchelllll
• From your UCF collegues
and your mom!
Spring Break • sign up with Student
Express and get FREE round trip airline
tickets to over 15 international
destinations - including Aruba,
Dominican Republic, Costa Rica,
Caribbean hot spots and more.
Why go with anyone else. Limited offer call now. Commission rep positions also
available now! 1-800-787-3787.
www.studentexpress.com

WANTED: Swimsuit Model
Brazilian beauty lost this week. Truly
wonderful. Missing and thinking of you.
May need to get around agents at times.
Contact: Brian 863-660-4066.
Ftanews@aol.com.

Take a FREE practice test and find out!

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Frodo's band?
5 Instrument for a
Marx
9 List entries
14 Locality
15 Cleveland's lake
. 16 Pitcher Ryan
17 Nabisco cracker
18 Chip in a chip
19 March King
20 Basically
23 Machine part
24 Miiitary
installation
25 Removes
fasteners
27 Anligone's uncle
30 Chopped into
small pieces
32 Actor Chaney
33 Giving guns
36 Carson
predecessor
39 Aleutian island
41 Pound piece
42 Italian volcano
43 Hone
44 Constant
46 & so on
47 Talked wildly
49 Singer Gorme
51 Camelot king
53 _ Hari
55 Mauna
56 Sight
62 Out of kilter
64 Chevron rival
65 Welles role
66 Ms. Zellweger
67 Somewhat, in
music
68 Black, poetically
69 t 956 Charlton
Heston role
70 Smack
71 Exxon, once
DOWN
1 Not common
2 Part of an eye
3 ;Jersey cagers
4 Backyard
belvedere
5 Warms up
6 Golfer with an
army
7 Hayworth or
Moreno

How will
you score?
Take a 3-hour practice test and find out how ready you are for the real thing.
Receive in<;Jividual feedback on your test-taking strengths and weaknesses
and learn strategies that will help you ace the real test.

Date: Saturday, November 1, 2003
Time: 1O:OOam
@2003 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All rigtl1s reserved.

8 Banana wrap
9 Harmonized
1o Excessively
11 Clarified
12 Stoneworker
13 Obstacles
21 Granny
22 Made a forward
thrust
26 Le Pew of
cartoons
27 Hammer part
28 Type of IRA
29 Amuses
30 Sought ores
31 Early Peruvian
34 Speakers'
platforms
35 flemote button
37 Con
38 Speed event
40 Salt Lake state
45 Himalayan
myth
48 "General
Hospital" eX1ras
50 New Englander
51 Warning sign~I

Sponsored by

AFFORDABLE
LIFE & HEALTH
INSURANCE

Location: UCF, Student Union, Key West Ballroom, Rm 218

Specializing in Families & Individuals
Jeff Ratz, Licensed Insurance Agent
Mid-West National Life Insurance Co.of TN

407-443-4197

KAPLAN''

ratzm@bellsouth.net
MWIFL0041 ·this ad expire& on or before 11/4/04

52 Juliet's beau
53 Central city of
Islam
54 Currently· in
progress
57 Kindergarten
breaks

58
59
60
61

Get bigger
Pats gently
Seth's son
"The Biggest
Little City in the
World"
63 Observe

1.• 8 0 0 -KA P. • TE ST
kaptest.com
•Test names are registered trademarks ol their respective owners.

Please see solutions in next issue - Mon. 10/27

To us, imagination has always represented the most exciting frontier. At Northrop Grumman,
we use the power of imagination to push our defense and aerospace capabilities years into the future.
With projects ranging from the Firehawk VTOL unmanned surveillance craft to the C41SR systems that
will control the network-centric battlefields of the future, we think there are plenty of areas left to explore.
Join us and discover a place where the adventures are just beginning. To view our current opportunities,
please visit our website at: www.definingthefuture.com U.S. Citizenship required for most positions.
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/DN. ·

www.definingthefuture.com
©2003 Northrop Grumman Corporation
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P/W, P/L, AM/FM CD,
Tilt, Cruise, Fog Lamps,
Alloy Wheels, Keyless
Remote

A/C, Power Steering, Power
Brakes, AM/FM Stereo
LONGWOOD #272696
ORLANDO # 275596
H,rnM; Nliw.ttq1..

#208620A
,

Af'fflUCA ' S B EST WA•UIAN T Y"

lo Year I 00,000 Mlle
5
5
Pow 11 n ral n

P ro t •ctlon

Year 60,000 Mll e

Bumpu"to-Bump•r Cov•n11

Year Unlimited Miles

14·hr R.o • dtld 1 A u hunc1

Includes $1,500 Consumer Rebate

A/C, P/Steering, P/Brakes,
P/Windows, P/Locks, Cruise,
AM/FM Stereo

A/C, P/W, P/L, Tilt,·
Cruise, AM/FM Stereo,
6 Cylinder

LONGWOOD # 866449
ORLANDO # 869705
H,..,U•lt~p,..

AHHUCA'S BE S T W A IUtA NTY"

I0

5
5

Yea r I 00,000 Mlle
Pow1r t r a l n

P ro t,c t lon

Year 60,000 Hiie
B11mp1r-to· Bump1r Co n ni•

Year Unlimited Miles
24 -hr Ro 1dild 1 Aulnanc•

Auto, 3rd Row Seating, V-6,
A/C, P/W, P/L, Aluminum
Wheels, Tilt, Cruise,
Keyless .Remote, Loaded

LONGWOOD #553549
ORLANDO #504959

# l15029A

H1-'MA"'-1.tr,.
A" li lU CA'S BEST WAIUlANTY"

IO Year 100,000 Mlle
5
5

Po w1rtr1ln P ro t1ct1on

Year 60 .000 Mlle

Bump1t- to - Bump1 r Co••r•1•

Year Unllmh:e d Miies

24- hr lilo1d1 l d1 Aul 1nnc1

Includes $1,000 Consumer Rebate

2

LOCATIONS

3775 North Hwy. 17·92 LONGWOOD

(407) 322-1792

